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Abstract 

RdoA is a eukaryotic-like serine/threonine protein kinase found in Salmonella 

typhimurium. It is a downstream effector of the Cpx stress response pathway and has been 

phenotypically characterized to have a functional role in flagellin phase variation and long-term 

bacterial survivability. Structurally, RdoA is homologous to, choline kinase and aminoglycoside 

(3’) phosphotransferase IIIa (APH[3’]IIIa). These kinases all belong to a protein kinase 

superfamily and share highly conserved residues/motifs in their catalytic domain. In RdoA seven 

of these conserved amino acids were proposed to have functional roles in the phosphotransfer 

mechanism. Mutation of these proposed catalytic domain residues resulted in a loss of in vitro 

kinase activity and in vivo RdoA function for a majority of the mutants. Four of the mutants also 

exhibited decreased levels of stable RdoA compared to wildtype.      

Many protein kinases regulate activity through phosphorylation of an activation loop. 

Although RdoA does not contain a canonical activation loop, its carboxyl terminus is proposed to 

play a similar regulatory function. Mutations of a putative autophosphorylation target in the 

carboxyl terminus resulted in loss of in vitro kinase activity. Truncations of this region also 

resulted in loss of kinase activity, as well as decreasing RdoA stability. The length of the carboxyl 

terminus in the kinase was shown to be an important determinant in the overall structural stability 

of RdoA. Mutational analyses of conserved amino acid residues surrounding the putative 

substrate-binding cleft of RdoA revealed site specific mutants with diminished in vitro 

phosphorylation activity and/or RdoA levels. A subset of these mutants for which no in vitro 

kinase activity was detected were still able to complement RdoA function in vivo.  Taken together 

these results indicate that this region of the protein is important for RdoA function. 

In summary, this work has generated a panel of RdoA mutants with several unique 

phenotypes that will facilitate characterization of RdoA function and of regions of the protein 
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important for stability.  The results provide important information about key residues involved in 

autophosphorylation and protein kinase activity of the novel prokaryotic kinase RdoA, thereby 

offering further insight into the growing field of prokaryotic Ser/Thr protein kinases.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Phosphorylation, the transfer of a phosphate group to target molecule, is a vital 

biochemical mechanism in cellular functions of both eukaryotes and prokaryotes. It is an apt 

mechanism for regulating cellular processes as the reaction is versatile and reversible, allowing 

for quick shifts from and back to homeostasis. To facilitate the reversibility of the biochemical 

modification, two groups of enzymes, kinases and phosphatases/phosphorylases, catalyze the 

addition/removal of phosphate groups (44). Phosphorylation of protein substrates occurs primarily 

through two groups of protein kinases, histidine kinases and serine/threonine/tyrosine kinases, 

both of which have significant roles in cellular signal transduction. In prokaryotes, histidine 

kinases have been extensively studied as part of a two-component signal transduction system 

(109). On the other hand, although the presence of Ser/Thr kinases has been established in 

prokaryotes, most literature concerning this group of protein kinases focuses on eukaryotic cells. 

Most Ser/Thr protein kinases share a conserved catalytic domain and an overall structural 

conformation, which includes a regulatory activation loop (37). Regulation of protein kinase 

activity can occur by phosphorylation of the activation loop or by controlling the cellular levels of 

the protein kinase. Elucidation of protein kinases’ biochemical mechanisms occurs primarily 

through structural studies and/or mutagenic studies.  

This work examines the biochemical characteristics of RdoA, a 38.5 kDa eukaryotic-like 

Ser/Thr protein kinase found in Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (S. typhimurium). 

Homologues of this protein kinase can be found in over 85 genera, including Escherichia coli and 

Shigella flexneri (68) and, in fact, the majority (55%) of gene sequences that are homologous to 

RdoA are found in members of the Family Enterobacteriaceae. Previous work has established 

RdoA-associated phenotypes to be pleiotropic, including curli fibre repression, flagellin phase 
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variation, and long-term bacterial survivability (98, 124). Global transcriptomic and 

phosphoproteomic studies of rdoA-null strains have revealed that RdoA affects multiple 

transcriptional, translational, and post-translational changes (60, 100). The substrate target(s) of 

this protein kinase remains elusive, however, phosphoproteomic analysis has revealed several 

potential candidates, such as GroEL and DnaK (100).  

Based on the crystal structure of YihE, the RdoA homologue in E. coli, this protein kinase 

belongs in the eukaryotic protein kinase superfamily (124). However, despite the homology 

between RdoA and eukaryotic protein kinases, RdoA is structurally closest to two members of an 

atypical kinase subfamily consisting of the small molecule kinases aminoglycoside 

phosphotransferase (3’)IIIa and choline kinase. This study examines amino acid residues that 

contribute to RdoA kinase activity and structural stability in order to better understand the 

functioing of this protein kinase. This work offers insight into a novel class of serine/threonine 

protein kinases that include RdoA and which appear to be intermediaries between eukaryotic 

serine/threonine protein kinases and prokaryotic kinases.   
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1. Salmonella typhimurium 

Salmonella is a major concern for the food industry as it is the second highest cause of all food-

related illnesses in North America (31). This enteric intracellular pathogen causes salmonellosis, 

which if left untreated, can progress from mild gastroenteritis to systemic infection. Although it is 

most prevalent in livestock such as chickens, Salmonella can be found on fruits and vegetables, as 

well as processed foods, via cross-contamination. Of the infectious Salmonella serotypes, S. 

typhimurium is the most common amongst humans (14).    

  Transmission of S. typhimurium occurs primarily through the oral-fecal route. As the 

bacterium enters the gastrointestinal tract, it adheres to intestinal epithelial cells and is taken up by 

the host cells. The bacterium injects virulence factors into the host cell using a needle-like 

complex referred to as type III secretion system (T3SS) (38). These virulence factors interfere 

with the normal cellular functions of the host cell to promote bacterial invasion (71). Once 

bacteria penetrate the protective epithelial layer, they are phagocytosed by macrophages, which 

can carry bacteria to other organs through the bloodstream.      

 During the course of establishing an infection, S. typhimuruim experiences several 

changes in its environment such as rapid pH shift in the gastrointestinal tract as well as oxidative 

stress inside the macrophage. In order to survive, S. typhimurium must be able to sense these 

environmental changes and initiate the appropriate responses. As is the case for all prokaryotes, S. 

typhimurium utilizes phosphorylation-based signal transduction to carry out these responses that 

will be discussed in further detail. 
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2.2. Phosphorylation-based signal transduction in prokaryotes 

Signal transduction is undoubtedly an important aspect of cellular function as it facilitates the 

translation of extracellular/intracellular environmental changes into the appropriate cellular 

responses. In prokaryotes, phosphorylation-based signal transduction was once thought to be 

exclusively conducted through histidine-aspartate phosphotransfer pathways known as two 

component systems. This theory has now been proven false with the discovery of prokaryotic 

serine/threonine/tyrosine protein kinases.  Since the focus of this thesis is understanding the role 

of a recently discovered serine/threonine kinase, RdoA, which is transcriptionally regulated 

through the Cpx two component system, an overview of bacterial two component systems and 

serine/threonine kinases is presented here. 

2.1.1. Signalling via histidine/aspartate phosphorylation 

Two component signal transduction systems (TCSTs) are primarily composed of a histidine 

sensor kinase and a cognate response regulator. However, auxillary regulatory components do 

exist in some systems to further fine-tune the signal response (11). Histidine kinases have three 

biochemical functions: 1) autophosphorylation, 2) transfer of the phosphate group to the response 

regulator, and 3) dephosphorylation of the response regulator. Autophosphorylation occurs 

through the dimerization of the kinase, which is followed by the trans-phosphorylation of a 

conserved histidine residue where one monome’s histidine residue is phosphorylated by its 

counterpart in the dimer. The phosphorylated histidine kinase then transfers the phosphate group 

to a conserved aspartate residue in the response regulator that is thereby activated through a 

conformational change (109). Activated response regulators, which are essentially transcriptional 

factors, can then regulate gene transcription by either repression or activation. Histidine kinases 

can also restore cellular homeostasis by removing the phosphate group from the response 

regulator. The effect of histidine kinase can then be construed as the sum of phosphorylation and 

dephosphorylation reactions. The structure of a histidine kinase can be divided into three domains 
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corresponding to function. They contain a sensor domain, usually membrane-bound, that senses 

environmental changes through ligand-binding or protein-protein interaction. Given the diversity 

of environmental stimuli, the sensor domain structure varies the most widely across the kinase 

population (15). Connected to the sensor domain is the DHp (dimerization and histidine 

phosphotransfer) domain where the conserved histidine residue resides. In some histidine kinases, 

this histidine residue is located in a separate domain referred to as a histidine-containing 

phosphotransfer (HPt) domain. The third region, the CA (catalytic and ATP-binding) domain, 

binds ATP and catalyses the phosphotransfer to the histidine residue (109). Histidine kinases are 

proposed to switch between their kinase and phosphatase activities through a “cogwheeling” 

mechanism where the helices making up the DHp domain rotate within the dimerized bundle and 

this affects the DHp-CA domain interaction (108). Structural interference between these two 

domains inhibits autophosphorylation, but domains involved in the 

phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of the response regulator remain free to function. 

Phosphorylation of the response regulator then elicits protein-specific conformational changes 

leading to the response regulator-dependent transcriptional changes (99).   

Of the TCSTs found in S. typhimurium, the Cpx pathway is considered to be one of the 

core or ancient, conserved TCSTs found in Enterobacteriaceae based on comparative genomic 

analysis of 53 genomes from 16 enterobacterial species (94).  It is comprised of the histidine 

kinase CpxA and the response regulator CpxR (Figure 1). The Cpx TCST is involved in the 

envelope stress response and is activated by envelope stress-associated stimuli such as alkaline 

pH (7 or higher), the accumulation of the outer membrane lipoprotein NlpE and misfolded 

proteins in the periplasm (54, 75, 106). In turn, the Cpx pathway has been found to affect the 

expression of genes involved in a number of cellular processes including, but not limited to, 

protein folding, outer membrane structures, and virulence (43, 79, 92). Activation of the 
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Figure 1. The Cpx signal transduction pathway. Comprised of the histidine sensor kinase 
CpxA, the response regulator CpxR, and a CpxA-inhibitor CpxP, this pathway is 
stimulated by envelope stress factors such as NlpE overproduction. Once CpxA is 
activated by the stimulant (dimerization step not shown), it phosphorylates CpxR, 
which regulates the transcription of genes in the Cpx regulon, one of them being rdoA. 
RdoA expression is up regulated by binding of CpxR to the promoter.  
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Cpx pathway also promotes the expression of its own components, CpxR/CpxA, as well as a 

negative regulator of CpxA known as CpxP (96). CpxP is thought to directly interact with CpxA 

inhibiting the autokinase ability of this histidine kinase and thus downregulate the entire pathway 

(10, 95). However, in the presence of misfolded protein aggregates, CpxA inhibition is alleviated 

as CpxP interacts with the misfolded protein, helping to target it for proteolysis by DegP, a 

periplasmic protease (47, 110). Like most TCSTs, the Cpx pathway is not a stand alone system. 

Its regulon has been found to have significant overlap with that of other systems (92). The Cpx 

pathway has also been found to indirectly regulate another TCST, EnvZ/OmpR, through the 

upregulation of the EnvZ/OmpR modulator MzrA (34). MzrA is a recently described inner 

membrane protein that modulates the activity of the EnvZ/OmpR TCST, which controls the levels 

of specific porin proteins in the outer membrane (34). 

2.1.2. Signalling via serine/threonine phosphorylation 

In addition to TCSTs, bacteria also utilize Ser/Thr protein kinases (STPKs) to regulate cellular 

processes. STPKs differ from TCSTs in several aspects. Firstly, STPKs form phosphoesters 

whereas histidine kinases form phosphoramidates (109). Phosphorylation of serine/threonine 

residues facilitate structural changes of the target based on the electronegative charge of the 

phosphate group. However, since the aspartate residue of TCST components is already negatively 

charged, the addition of the phosphate group is thought to drive the activation of response 

regulators through alternative means (109). Second, TCSTs are typically organized so that only a 

single phosphotransfer event occurs, whereas STPKs form multiple kinase-containing 

phosphorelays where multiple phosphotransfers occur (46, 109). The latter system, although 

complex, offers more fine-tuning between each step. However, it should be noted that TCSTs 

forming His-Asp-His-Asp multi-step phosphorelays also exist (5). And lastly, the scope of the 

downstream effect differs between the two systems. TCSTs directly affect transcriptional levels 
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whereas STPKs exerts post-translational changes, which can sometimes lead to transcriptional 

changes if the phosphorylation target is a transcriptional regulator. 

 Prokaryotic STPKs have a diverse range of regulatory functions, from cellular development 

and division to metabolism to virulence. Based on genomic analyses, these protein kinases are 

unevenly distributed across different bacterial species. It is speculated that STPK content is 

correlated with multicellular behaviour as several of the myxobacterial genomes contain the 

richest numbers of STPKs (87). Myxococcus xanthus, a Gram-negative bacterium that has a 

complex life cycle and forms a multicellular fruiting body under nutrient deprived conditions, 

encodes close to a hundred STPKs in its genome (87).     

In M. xanthus, several STPKs play a role in the temporal regulation of its cell cycle. The 

absence of the protein kinases Pkn1, Pkn8, and Pkn14 were all found to cause premature cellular 

aggregation and spore formation (74, 77). Pkn8 and Pkn14 form a kinase cascade that represses 

fruiting body formation through the negative regulation of the transcriptional regulator MrpC 

(77). The Pkn8-14 cascade does this in an antagonistic fashion with the MrpA-MrpB TCST, 

demonstrating that Ser-Thr and His-Asp phosphorylation-based regulatory pathways can function 

together. Whereas the M. xanthus STPKs characterized to date regulate spore formation, the 

protein kinase PrkC in Bacillus subtilis promotes spore germination in growth-rich environment 

(63, 104). PrkC contains a sensory domain that is able to bind peptidoglycan released by bacteria 

in the surrounding environment and subsequently, PrkC phosphorylates elongation factor G (EF-

G) to initiate germination. Ser/Thr protein kinases associated with the cellular cycle have also 

been found in the Gram-positive Corynebacterium glutamicum and Mycobacterium tuberculosis. 

C. glutamicum and M. tuberculosis STPK-encoding pknA and pknB are essential for cell viability. 

However, both over- and under-expression of these protein kinases were found to affect growth 

rate and cellular morphology (29, 53). In M. tuberculosis, PknA and PknB phosphorylate a cell 

shape/division protein, Wag31, responsible for polar cell wall synthesis (53). PknA also interacts 
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with FstZ and MurD, while PknB interacts with PbpA, proteins that are all associated with 

peptidoglycan biosynthesis (19, 113, 114). Other than PknA and PknB, at least four other STPKs 

in M. tuberculosis have been shown to interact with various proteins involved in cell wall and 

envelope biogenesis (72). 

Both bacteria that demonstrate cellular differentiation or those that simply undergo cell 

division experience fluctuations in metabolism in relation to their cellular state. As such, stages in 

development are tightly regulated in conjunction with metabolism. In M. xanthus, glycogen 

consumption has been shown to be necessary for the sporulation of the bacterium and like the 

bacterium’s complex life cycle, its glycogen metabolism is regulated by Ser/Thr phosphorylation 

(76). Pkn4 phosphorylates 6-phosphofructose kinase (PFK), which drives glycolysis. Absence of 

Pkn4-PFK results in a significantly higher accumulation of glycogen compared to the wildtype 

during development, which suggests that Pkn4 regulates glycogen consumption through 

glycolysis.  

Several other STPKs have also been shown to have roles in metabolic and biosynthetic 

pathways in prokaryotes, including the biosynthesis of nitrogenous bases (21, 97). Across several 

bacterial species, STPKs are found to regulate the consumption and uptake of carbon sources. 

One of the first prokaryotic STPKs discovered, isocitrate dehydrogenase kinase (ICDHK), is 

responsible for promoting the glyoxylate bypass instead of the normal citric acid cycle (TCA) 

under glucose-poor, acetate-rich conditions (58). Another prokaryotic STPK, HprK/P, regulates 

the preferential uptake of sugars through the inhibitory seryl-phosphorylation of a sugar transport 

system intermediate (22, 122). HprK has also been associated with virulence through regulation 

of the expression/activity of the virulence genes regulators Mga and PrfA in the pathogenic 

Streptococcus pyogenes and Listeria monocytogenes, respectively (23, 40). 

Other Ser/Thr protein kinases also affect virulence in pathogenic bacteria, some more 

directly than through transcriptional regulation of virulence genes. In pathogenic mycobacteria, 
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the STPKs PknG and PknE promote the intracellular survival of the pathogen. PknG is secreted 

into the macrophage cytosol post-bacterial uptake and inhibits phagosome-lysosome fusion to 

prevent intracellular lysis of the pathogen (118). Inactivation of PknG kinase activity decreased 

the bacteria’s intracellular survivability (118). On the other hand, deletion of pknE results in a 

higher bacterial load in infected organs and a reduced necrosis of infected macrophages, both of 

which strongly suggest PknE’s role in the inhibition of virulence factors that lead to an acute 

infection in favour of the more prolonged chronic infestation  (49, 86). In S. typhi, deletion of a 

gene cluster containing two Ser/Thr kinase ORFs has also demonstrated decreased intracellular 

survival indicating that STPK-regulated virulence is not observed solely in mycobacteria (27). 

Lastly, prokaryotic STPKs are also found as T3SS effectors, which upon injection, alter cellular 

processes of the host cell to promote virulence. The Yersinia STPK YopO/YpkA is activated by 

interaction with host monomeric G-actin and YopO serves to disrupt the host’s cytoskeletal 

structure through inhibition of Gαq protein-signalling through phosphorylation (78). As this G 

protein regulates a large number of cellular processes, the downstream effects of YopO/YpkA on 

host-pathogen interaction remain unclear. However, it has been shown that inactivation of 

YopO/YpkA kinase activity does result in a severe loss of virulence in murine models (32). As 

more is learned about the molecular mechanisms of bacterial pathogenicity it is clear that STPKs 

play many roles contributing to enhanced bacterial survival. 

2.2. Protein Kinases 

2.2.1.  Protein kinase superfamily  

Structurally, serine/threonine and tyrosine protein kinases all belong to the protein kinase 

superfamily, which over the years, has broadened to encompass some non-protein kinases. 

Members of the superfamily all share structural similarities in their kinase domains and contain a 

catalytic core made up of conserved residues/motifs. This superfamily can be further divided into 
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several families based on function and phylogenetic relationships (103). In general, all protein 

kinases exhibit the bilobal conformation typical of this superfamily. The smaller amino-terminal 

lobe consists mainly of β-sheets and the larger carboxyl-terminal lobe of α-helices, separated by a 

hinge region allowing for rotational flexibility between the two lobes. The cleft between the lobes 

is where the ATP binding site is located. In general, STPKs have twelve structural subdomains 

containing conserved groups of amino acid residues referred to as “Hanks’ motifs” that contribute 

to the catalytic mechanism (37). First, ATP is bound to a glycine-rich (G-X-G-X-X-G-X-V) loop 

located in subdomain I, which is stabilized by the highly conserved lysine found in subdomain II. 

Interactions between this lysine and the nucleotide’s phosphate groups are further stabilized by 

the salt bridge formed between this lysine and a glutamate residue from subdomain III. 

Subdomain VI contains the integral catalytic loop (H-R-D-L-K-X-X-N). The aspartate residue in 

the catalytic loop acts as the proton acceptor in the nucleophilic reaction during the 

phosphotransfer process and the asparagine residue is responsible for binding one of two 

magnesium ions necessary to neutralize and stabilize the negative phosphate groups. Another 

magnesium ion is chelated by an aspartate within a highly conserved D-F-G motif (subdomain 

VII). The latter magnesium ion is necessary for the correct orientation of the γ-phosphate group 

for the catalytic reaction. Subdomain VIII contains the A-P-E motif, which stabilizes the kinase’s 

carboxyl lobe through the salt bridge formation between the glutamate and an arginine residue 

from subdomain XI. The activation loop is also found in this region, whose role in the regulation 

of kinase activity through phosphorylation will be further discussed in a later section. The 

remaining subdomains either do not contain highly conserved residues/motifs, or do not 

contribute to the catalytic reaction. Atypical kinases, which include aminoglycoside 

phosphotransferase APH(3’)IIIa and choline kinase, although belonging to the superfamily, do 

not contain the typically conserved motifs but do retain a portion of the catalytic residues, such as 

the ATP-orienting lysine and glutamate, the Mg2+-orienting aspartate and asparagine, and the 
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catalytic base aspartate residue. The minor structural deviations of the atypical kinases have 

placed them in a distinct family further away from the other families in the phylogenetic tree of 

the protein kinase superfamily (103). As such, atypical kinases are thought to share a common 

ancestor with the rest of the superfamily but diverged very early on in the evolution process.    

2.2.2. Conserved Activation Loop (P+1 Region) 

For a large majority of STPKs, kinase activity is regulated by the phosphorylation state of a 

conserved region located between the magnesium-binding DFG motif and the APE motif referred 

to as the activation loop. Mono- or di-phosphorylation of the activation loop, typically on 

threonine residues induces a conformational change more suitable for substrate binding and 

substrate phosphorylation (80). The conformational changes involve a number of secondary 

structures including α-helix C and the catalytic domain (Figure 2). Based on kinetic studies of 

several protein kinases, the functional role of activation loop phosphorylation is dependent on the 

protein kinase and can be separated into two groups (1). Protein kinases with a “gated activation 

loop” where the activation loop acts as an autoinhibitor blocking substrate access and catalysis 

versus protein kinases with a “nongated activation loop” where the loop only regulates the 

phosphotransfer activity. These proposed models and the diverse conformations exhibited by the 

activation loops of protein kinases suggest that the effects of phosphorylation on the activation 

loop vary between protein kinases. In several well studied kinases the phosphorylated threonine 

residue of the activation loop interacts with the positively-charged arginine residue of the catalytic 

loop and several other positively-charged residues, resulting in the alignment of catalytic residues 

(50). Phosphothreonine stabilizes the N-terminal lobe in an active conformation through N-

terminal residues His87 and His196 in PKA (57). However, these histidine residues are not 

conserved across kinases, and arginines can be found in their stead. Orientation of α- helix C is 

affected by interactions between phosphorylated Thr183 and His87 as well as the hydrophobic 

interactions between the phenylalanine of the DFG motif, which makes up the activation loop’s  
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Activation 
Loop

(Inactive)(Inactive)

(Active)(Active)

Activation 
Loop

(Inactive)(Inactive)

(Active)(Active)

Activation 
Loop

(Inactive)(Inactive)

(Active)(Active)

 

Figure 2. The role of the activation loop in kinase activity-protein conformation dynamics in 
PKA. Phosphorylation of the activation loop (purple) has been shown to affect the 
functional activity of many protein kinases through conformational changes. One of the 
most notable changes is the structural shift of helical structure C (blue). In inactive 
PKA, the kinase stays in a closed conformation where helix C’s position limits access to 
the substrate-binding cleft. In the active conformation, helix C no longer blocks the cleft 
allowing the kinase to open and regain substrate accessibility. Phosphorylation of the 
activation loop has been shown to regulate protein kinase activity through similar 
conformational changes in many protein kinases. Nucleotide and phosphate groups are 
denoted in red (4)  
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N-terminal anchor, and hydrophobic residues in α-helix C. Phosphorylation of the activation loop 

therefore causes diverse, complex changes in the internal interactions of the protein kinases. In 

ERK2, for example, these newly formed interactions result in a significant conformational change 

where α-helix C no longer restricts substrate binding and kinase activity is improved (13).   

Phosphorylation of the activation loop can occur by three mechanisms. A widely 

accepted model is that protein kinases exist in a spectrum of active-inactive conformations (90). 

As a protein kinase transiently enters an active conformation, it phosphorylates and activates a 

second inactive kinase in trans, which results in an exponential production of activated kinases 

(90). In this model, the second kinase acts as de facto substrate for phosphotransfer to occur and 

the activation loop likely needs to have a sequence motif in consensus with the kinase’s native 

substrate. Evidence has also indicated autophosphorylation can occur in cis where the protein 

kinase phosphorylates its own activation loop (61). A third autophosphorylation mechanism has 

been recently proposed for a non-consensus activation loop where dimerization of the protein 

kinase occurs and an exchange of the activation segment occurs between the adjacent monomers 

prior to phosphorylation (83). This novel mechanism has already been associated with members 

belonging to several different protein kinase families, including replication checkpoint kinase 2 

(Chk2) (84, 89). However, it should be noted that not all protein kinases are regulated by 

phosphorylation of activation loop. Some kinases are constitutively active despite the lack of 

activation loop phosphorylation, whereas others are activated by the binding of ligands, as is the 

case with several of the cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) (26, 101, 112). 

Conservation of the activation loop is not restricted to eukaryotic STPKs. Several 

prokaryotic STPKs whose structures will be discussed further below have been shown to contain 

activation loops. 
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2.2.3.  Notable Structures of Prokaryotic STPKs  

Although they may have functional traits in common with eukaryotic STPKs, the most obvious 

being the phosphorylation of a serine/threonine residue, not all prokaryotic STPKs share 

structural homology with their eukaryotic counterparts. As many of the prokaryotic STPK 

structures include additional transmembrane regions and/or sensor domains. To facilitate 

comparisons, only the kinase domain responsible for catalyzing the phosphotransfer will be 

discussed here. HPrK/P, a protein kinase responsible for regulating carbon source uptake, has 

none of the structural traits characteristic of the protein kinase superfamily. Instead, its kinase 

domain is structurally closer to adenylate kinases (67). Structural alignments performed by 

Leonard et al. (59) established four novel prokaryotic protein kinase groups and found that 

although the prokaryotic protein kinases used for alignment are structurally more similar to the 

other protein kinase families than the atypical kinases, not all of them contain all the conserved 

Hanks’ motifs/residues. The DFG motif, which is conserved in 87% of eukaryotic protein kinases, 

is not conserved in its entirety in the prokaryotic STPKs investigated (59). Only the aspartate 

residue remains conserved. The only residue that remains invariant across all the kinases 

examined is the nucleotide-orienting lysine residue from subdomain II. Due to this residue’s 

functional significance, it is a prime mutagenic target for creating kinase-dead mutants. For 

mycobacterial STPKs, although they have less than 30% sequence identity with eukaryotic 

STPKs, they share the conserved Hanks’ motifs, such as APE and DFG, and are structurally 

closest to the casein kinase (CK1) protein kinase subfamily (6, 121). Of the mycobacterial 

STPKs, PknG and PknK share the highest homology to eukaryotic protein kinases. While most 

STPK catalytic loops are conserved, mycobacterial STPK Pkn1 and myxococcal STPKs Pkn6, 

Pkn7, Pkn11, and Pkn13 are the only ones lacking the lysine residue in this motif out of 478 

STPKs compared (6, 45). Aside from the lysine residue, M. xanthus STPKs contain all the 

conserved residues and Hanks’ motifs. In another bacterium that undergoes a complex life cycle, 
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Streptomyces coelicolor has two STPKs with highly similar amino acid sequences to the 

mycobacterial STPKs PknB and PknL as well as 35 STPKs that are eukaryotic-like (88). 

However, variances in the consensus strength of conserved Hanks’ motifs between prokaryotic 

and eukaryotic STPKs still exist. For ICDHK/P, sequence homology to eukaryotic protein kinases 

is extremely poor, limited to the glycine-rich loop and the lysine residue in subdomain II (85). 

However, upon closer examination, the catalytic base aspartate residue and the magnesium-

chelating asparagine and aspartate residues were found. These three residues form a basic 

“catalytic triad” that can be found within the conserved residues/motifs in the protein kinase 

superfamily (85). Although prokaryotic STPK structures can be highly variable in regards to the 

level of conservation of Hanks’ motifs/residues, at least four residues seem consistently conserved 

in the kinase domains, the nucleotide-orientating lysine residue and the catalytic triad.    

2.2.4.  Mutagenic studies of catalytic domain  

The most common catalytic residue targeted for mutagenesis in STPKs is the nucleotide-

orientating lysine from subdomain II. Kinase-dead mutants reported in STPK literature are often 

of this residue. In PKA, the functional role of the lysine residue has been extensively studied 

through mutagenesis. K72 was mutated to residues with similar charge (histidine, arginine) or size 

(methonine). All the K72 mutants exhibited the same kinase activity as the Lys72Ala mutant, 

which was less than 1% of wildtype (48). Despite the lack of catalytic activity of the mutant, its 

ability to bind ATP remained the same, as demonstrated by the mutant’s ATP-dependent binding 

of RIα subunit, an inhibitory regulatory subunit that inhibits PKA activity through protein-protein 

interaction. However, a K72A mutant was unable to undergo autophosphorylation of its Ser338 

residue, the second of two phosphorylation steps necessary for an active PKA (48). The loss of 

autophosphorylation ability as a consequence of mutating the lysine residue-equivalent has also 

been observed in prokaryotic protein kinases in Streptococcus aureus and Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (20, 73). Not all STPKs experience a complete loss of catalytic ability when their 
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lysine-equivalent is mutated. In Streptococcus pneumoniae, the lysine mutant of Stk1 retains 13% 

of wildtype kinase activity (82). Similarly, although the mutation K116A in yeast cAMP-

dependent protein kinase has less than 1% of wildtype kinase activity, the mutant is still able to 

complement the deletion-lethal phenotype (35). Kinetic studies of the lysine mutant has revealed 

differences of the mutation’s effect on catalysis between STPKs and the atypical kinase 

APH(3’)IIIa (35, 42). This suggests that although atypical kinases are part of the protein kinase 

superfamily and share conserved catalytic residues, the biochemical reaction behind this 

subfamily’s phosphocatalytic mechanism differs from the rest of the superfamily. In yeast cAMP-

dependent protein kinase, mutation of the catalytic base aspartate residue also exhibited a loss of 

kinase activity (35). The same mutational defect was observed in phosphorylase kinase PhK and 

the atypical kinase APH(3’)IIIa (42, 105). Aside from mutational studies of the lysine and 

glutamate residues, very few extensive mutagenic studies have been done on members of the 

protein kinase superfamily. Gibbs et al. (35) has conducted a systematic mutagenesis study of all 

charged residues in the yeast cAMP-dependent protein kinase and has discovered a series of 

mutants that are defective in MgATP-binding or peptide-binding. In PKA, non-catalytic mutants 

of the nucleotide-binding cleft (L173A and F327A) have been shown to be detrimental to the 

kinase activity (55). However, defects in the kinase’s catalytic activity were found to be 

suppressible with the inclusion of additional mutations. Studies concerning residues that interact 

with the nucleotide have also been conducted in other members of the STPK superfamily. 

Mutational analysis of a conserved serine residue in APH(3’)IIIa’s nucleotide positioning loop 

has shown the residue to have a significant role in ATP catalysis (115). Additional mutagenic 

studies on APH(3’)IIIa have revealed that the conserved catalytic residues APH(3’)IIIa shares 

with eukaryotic protein kinases do have similar functional roles and that mutations in the 

carboxylic region affect the kinase’s ability to recognize some of its substrates (7, 115).   
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2.2.5.  Ser/Thr kinase turnover  

As illustrated earlier, protein kinase activity can be regulated by phosphorylation of an activation 

region. However, phosphorylation can also regulate the amounts of protein kinase present in the 

cell through an ubiquitination-dependent degradation pathway in eukaryotes (62). Protein kinase 

Aurora2/AIK, a eukaryotic cell cycle regulator, has been shown to be preferentially degraded 

when phosphorylated on its T288 residue (119). In other cases, phosphorylation alone is not 

enough for degradation. Degradation of one of the protein kinase C (PKC) isozymes, PKCη, 

requires both active protein conformation and kinase activity (52). A kinase-dead mutant with a 

constitutively active conformation suppressed degradation while co-expression with the kinase’s 

active catalytic domain resulted in the accumulation of the protein kinase degradation products. A 

series of phosphorylation/dephosphorylation events is proposed to lead to degradation of PKC 

isozymes since PKCα is shown to undergo proteolysis when dephosphorylated (9, 39). Although 

degradation of PKC is suggested to occur post-protein kinase activation, activation does not seem 

to be a prerequisite for the degradation of all protein kinases. The nuclear protein kinase HIPK2, 

responsible for cell apoptosis, undergoes the typical ubiquitination-dependent degradation 

pathway. Unlike PKC, the removal of kinase activity from HIPK2 predisposes the protein kinase 

for ubiquitination and subsequently, degradation. Protein binding between the ubiquitin ligase 

WSB-1 and HIPK2 was found to occur exclusively with kinase-dead HIPK2 variants (16). These 

studies all suggest that kinase activity and the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation state of the 

protein kinase have critical roles in the post-translational regulation of protein levels.  

The amount of protein kinase in the cell can also be regulated by chaperone proteins. The 

presence of chaperone protein CDC37 has been shown to be correlated with intracellular levels of 

a number of protein kinases (64). Ydj1, another chaperone protein, exhibits similar protein kinase-

stabilizing effects in vivo (65). Using Tpk2, a PKA homologue, Ydj1 was shown to not only 

stabilize but also aid in Tpk2’s maturation from an inactive to active state. Protection of protein 
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kinases against degradation by Ydj1 can be further facilitated by the chaperone protein Hsp70. In 

eukaryotes, regulation of protein kinase degradation therefore not only occurs intrinsic to the 

protein kinase but is also mediated through accessory proteins such as chaperones, resulting in 

diverse regulatory mechanisms that are protein kinase-specific.   

In prokaryotes, protein kinase turnover is not well studied. Although ubiquitination-

dependent protein degradation pathways are not found in prokaryotes, a prokaryotic ubiquitin-like 

protein (Pup) has been recently found in M. tuberculosis (12, 28). The addition of the Pup protein, 

or pupylation, is found to occur posttranslationally and has been shown to enhance protein 

degradation. In prokaryotes, protein turnover occurs through a chaperone-protease system. 

Chaperone proteins either hold, re-fold, or un-fold proteins (24). Hsp100/Clp chaperones 

responsible for unfolding proteins are usually paired with specific peptidases, forming complexes 

such as ClpA-ClpP, ClpX-ClpP, and HslU-HslV. As the target protein is unfolded, it is fed 

through the peptidase for further degradation. Protein degradation through these chaperone-

peptidase complexes is further regulated through a number of adaptor and anti-adaptor proteins 

(56). In E. coli, the adaptor protein SspB binds to the N-terminal region of a twice-cleaved stress 

response regulator RseA. SspB delivers the N-RseA complex to the ClpX-ClpP complex for 

degradation (30). SspB is able to enhance RseA degradation by stabilizing the enzyme-substrate 

interaction between ClpX and RseA. Although chaperone recognition of target proteins is not well 

understood, chaperone proteins have been shown to regulate intracellular protein levels by either 

protecting against or directing the proteins towards degradation. As such, these proteins have a 

very significant role in protein turnover in, both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells. 

2.3. RdoA 

The rdoA gene is the upstream member of a 2 gene operon with dsbA (111, 117), a well-

characterized disulfide oxidoreductase transcriptionally regulated by the Cpx pathway (17). 
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Homologues of RdoA can be found in at least 85 genera (68) and are often annotated as yihE, an 

uncharacterized ORF first found in E.coli and Shigella. Transcriptional regulation of the S. 

typhimurium encoded rdoA and its E.coli homologue yihE have been shown to differ. In E. coli, 

up-regulation of YihE expression is achieved through an increase in both yihE and mainly yihE-

dsbA transcripts, whereas only monocistronic rdoA and dsbA transcripts are found in S. 

typhimurium and these are not thought to occur through an RNA processing step (111). Variations 

in transcriptional regulation of rdoA and yihE between E. coli and S. typhimurium suggest that 

RdoA/YihE-associated phenotypes may also vary to some extent between species.    

2.3.1.  RdoA function 

In large-scale comparative analyses, deletion of rdoA/yihE has been shown to affect gene 

transcription as well as expression levels and phosphorylation for a large population of proteins. 

In Shigella flexneri, transcriptional changes assessed by microarrays in genes associated with, 

including but not limited to, energy and metabolism, carbon degradation, amino acid/nucleotide 

biogenesis and regeneration, and protein transport were all associated with a yihE-knockout 

mutant (60). Similarly in S. typhimurium, comparative two-dimensional gel analysis between 

wildtype and rdoA-null strains revealed that not only does the deletion of rdoA affect protein 

expression, but also phosphorylation of specific proteins (100). In general, deletion of rdoA seems 

to have a negative effect on protein expression, a trend also observed in the S. flexneri yihE-

knockout studies on transcript levels. In a study aimed at identifying proteins that are 

differentially phosphorylated in the presence and absence of RdoA, several were found that are 

associated with protein synthesis, the heat shock response, and metabolism (100). The chaperone 

proteins DnaK, GroEL, and elongation factor EF-Tu all exhibited RdoA-dependent 

phosphorylation changes and may be prime RdoA substrate candidates. 

In S. flexneri, yihE affects the transcription of the galERKM operon and this has been 

phenotypically characterized to cause a decrease in the amount of LPS synthesized and 
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attenuation of virulence (25). In S. typhimurium, deletion of rdoA does not affect LPS expression. 

Instead, RdoA is found to play a role in the repression of curli fibre production, as well as phase 

variation of the flagellins FliC/FljB (98, 124). RdoA was initially hypothesized to contribute to 

flagellar phase variation through the direct/indirect phosphorylation of Integration Host Factor 

(IHF) (98). However, upon further studies, RdoA did not affect IHF phosphorylation (100). Thus, 

the target substrate(s) and downstream pathway of RdoA remain elusive.  

2.3.2.  RdoA structure 

The crystal structure of YihE was solved at high resolution by Zheng et al (124) and YihE has a 

eukaryotic kinase-like overall bilobal structure; its N-terminal domain consisting largely of β-

sheets and the C-terminal domain made up of several α-helices. Since YihE and RdoA share 96% 

protein sequence homology and 86% identity, YihE is used as the structural model for RdoA 

(111). Two major clefts are present in this protein kinase. The first cleft is located at the junction 

between the two lobes and is associated with ATP-binding and phosphotransfer, and the second 

cleft, the putative substrate binding site, is surrounded by α-helices in the C-terminal domain 

(Figure 3).  

Structurally, although YihE/RdoA belongs with the eukaryotic protein kinase 

superfamily, it shares highest similarities with two small molecule kinases in the atypical kinase 

family - choline kinase from Caenorhabditis elegans and aminoglycoside 3’ phosphotransferase 

(APH(3’)IIIa) from Enterococcus faecalis (124). Structural alignment of YihE and APH(3’)IIIa 

highlight amino acid residues integral for ATP catalytic activity between the two kinases to have 

similar relative positions and functional group orientations, including the ATP-binding Brenner’s 

motif (HNDX4N) (Figure 4).  It has been proposed that the carboxyl terminus may be a site of 

autophosphorylation in YihE and a functional equivalent to the activation loop observed in many 

eukaryotic protein kinases. Kinase assays using myelin basic protein as substrate substitute 

showed YihE to phosphorylate both the target and itself on serine and threonine residues,  
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Figure 3. Structure of YihE, the RdoA homologue in E. coli. YihE exhibits the bilobal 
conformation typical of eukaryotic-like protein kinases with the amino lobe comprised 
largely of β-sheets and the carboxyl lobe helical structures. Cleft 1 marks the ATP-
binding domain and cleft 2 marks the putative substrate-binding domain (124). 
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Figure 4. Structural comparison of the catalytic domains between YihE and APH(3’)IIIa. 
The protein backbones of YihE (purple) and APH(3’)IIIa (green) were structurally 
aligned using PyMOL which shows the relative positions and orientations of the six 
amino acid residues – Ser27, Lys44, Glu60, Asp190, Asn195, and Asp208 – all have 
known associations with the phosphotransfer event in APH(3’)IIIa (highlighted in blue). 
The structural alignment shows that all six residues are found in YihE (highlighted in 
red) with conserved relative spatial location and residue orientation (124).  
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demonstrating that YihE has autophosphorylating capabilities although the phosphorylated amino 

acids have not been identified (124). Autophosphorylation of YihE may therefore be the first 

phosphorylation step for an active YihE molecule in much the same way phosphorylation of the 

activation loop is for some eukaryotic protein kinases. Since the carboxyl terminus of YihE has 

been found in the putative substrate-binding cleft of an adjacent YihE molecule during 

crystallization, the carboxyl terminus is likely to be phosphorylated and have a functional role as 

an activation region (Figure 5) (124). Comparisons between the putative substrate-binding cleft of 

YihE and that of choline kinase and APH(3’)IIIa suggest that the native substrate of YihE is quite 

different than that of the small molecule kinases. The secondary structures surrounding the 

putative substrate-binding cleft of YihE differ greatly from choline kinase and APH(3’)IIIa. The 

cleft in YihE is much larger than that of either choline kinase or APH(3’)IIIa, and lacks the 

negativity in electrostatic surface charge conducive for aminoglycoside recognition and binding 

observed in APH(3’)IIIa. This led to the hypothesis that unlike its small-molecule kinase 

counterparts, the substrate of YihE is peptide-based (124). The aforementioned insertion of the 

carboxyl terminus of a YihE molecule in the putative substrate-binding cleft of an adjacent YihE 

molecule adds further support to the peptide substrate hypothesis. Zheng et al. (124) have also 

highlighted a number of amino acid residues surrounding the putative substrate-binding cleft that 

are conserved across RdoAs/YihEs in several bacterial species: Ser36, Tyr37, Glu38, Gln228, 

Met 232, Arg270, Arg273, Tyr277, and Trp280 (Figure 6), suggesting a conservation of 

substrates within these species. 
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Figure 5. Crystal structure of two YihE molecules. Crystallization of YihE by Zheng et al. 
(124) showed the insertion of the carboxyl terminus (green) of one YihE molecule (red) 
in the putative substrate-binding cleft (Cleft 2) of a second YihE molecule (blue), which 
led to the hypothesis that autophosphorylation of YihE occurs in trans and that 
phosphorylation occurs at the carboxyl terminus.   
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Figure 6. Proposed key amino acid residues in the putative substrate-binding domain of 
YihE/RdoA. The ten conserved amino acid residues surrounding the putative substrate-
binding cleft as proposed by Zheng et al (124) are depicted using PyMOL. The residues 
are grouped based on their relative spatial location and orientation of function groups: 
1) Ser36, Tyr37, and Glu38 (red); 2) His203, Gln228, and Met232 (pink); and 3) 
Arg270, Arg273, Tyr277, and Trp380 (purple). These residues are hypothesized to 
work conjointly in substrate recognition and binding by YihE/RdoA.        
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2.4. Hypothesis/Project Objectives 

Despite of our current understanding of the structure of YihE, very little is known about the 

protein kinase’s mechanism of action or of its substrate(s). The identification of this kinase’s 

substrate(s) is still ongoing. This project focuses on the elucidation of amino acid residues integral 

to the biochemical mechanism of RdoA by examining the phenotypes of a series of specific site 

mutants. This work examines three distinct processes that contribute to the overall enzymatic 

activity of RdoA: 1) phosphotransfer; 2) autophosphorylation; and 3) substrate 

recognition/binding. Based on the structural homology between YihE/RdoA and APH(3’)IIIa, a 

kinase that has been extensively studied, the working hypothesis for this research is that these two 

kinases share functional homology in their catalytic mechanisms. In addition to this similarity, we 

also hypothesize a novel functional role for the carboxyl terminus of RdoA as a contributing 

factor to the overall stability of the protein and to its mechanism of autophosphorylation. Lastly, 

we hypothesize that specific, highly conserved amino acid residues surrounding the substrate-

binding cleft contribute to substrate binding/recognition.  
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Chapter 3 

Materials and Methods 

3.1. Bacterial Strains and Plasmids 
E. coli and S. typhimurium strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in tables 1-4. 

3.2. Media and Culture Conditions 
For overnight cultures, bacteria were inoculated from a single colony from an agar plate or from -

70oC frozen stock into 5-10 mL of Luria-Bertani (LB) broth (Appendix A) with the appropriate 

antibiotic and grown at 37oC with constant shaking overnight. For RNA extraction, cell lysate 

preparation and electrocompetent cells, 50-100 mL of LB with the appropriate antibiotic were 

inoculated with overnight culture diluted 1 in 50 and grown until the desired optical density.   

 For cell transformation, electroporated cells were grown in super optimal culture (SOC) 

broth (Appendix A) at 30-37oC for 1-3 hours before plating on LB agar plates with the 

appropriate antibiotic.   

3.3. DNA Techniques 
3.3.1.  Extraction of DNA  

Plasmids were isolated from 5 mL-10 mL of overnight culture using GenElute Miniprep Kit 

(Sigma) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Volume of elution buffer added was decreased 

from 100 μL to 50 μL to increase DNA concentration. 

Genomic DNA was extracted from 0.5 mL-1.5 mL of overnight culture using PureGene 

DNA Isolation Kit (GENTRA Systems). Extraction was performed as per the kit’s instructions 

with a substitution of 25 μL of Qiagen Miniprep buffer P1 instead of the 1.5 μL of RNase A 

Solution. 
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Table 1. Escherichia coli strains used for site-directed mutagenesis in this study 

Strain  Plasmid Description Source/ 
reference 

NLM292  XL1-Blue 
recA1 endA1 gyrA96 thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 relA1 lac [F´ 
proAB lacIqZ∆M15 Tn10 (Tetr)] 

Stratagene 

NLM442 pJL17 NLM292 carrying pUC19 vector with rdoA and a 256 bp 
upstream promoter region cloned in with EcoRI and KpnI 

This study 

NLM444 pJL18 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA-S36P 

This study 

NLM445 pJL19 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA-K55A 

This study 

NLM446 pJL20 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA-E70A 

This study 

NLM447 pJL21 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA-D201A 

This study 

NLM448 pJL22 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at N206A 

This study 

NLM449 pJL23 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at D217A 

This study 

NLM450 pJL24 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at D220A 

This study 

NLM461 pJL35 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at Y37A 

This study 

NLM462 pJL36 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at H203A 

This study 

NLM464 pJL38 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at R273A 

This study 

NLM466 pJL40 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at E38A 

This study 

NLM467 pJL41 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at Y277A 

This study 

NLM468 pJL42 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at W280A 

This study 

NLM473 pJL47 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at M232A  

This study 

NLM478 pJL53 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at Q228A 

This study 

NLM485 pJL65 NLM292 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at R270A 

This study 
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Table 2. Escherichia coli strains used for FLAG-tag cloning in this study 

Strain  Plasmid Description Source/ 
reference 

NLM350   BL21(De3) T7 polymerase-expressing strain 
fhuA2 [lon] ompT gal (λ DE3[int::(lacI:: 
PlacUV5::T7 gene1) i21 ∆nin5]) [dcm] ∆hsdS  

Lab strain 
collection 

NLM423 P9618 NLM350 carrying pT7-FLAG expression vector Sigma-Aldrich 
NLM424 P9618-

control 
NLM350 carrying pT7-FLAG-BAP expression vector Sigma-Aldrich  

NLM425 pJL01 NLM350 carrying rdoAwt cloned into P9618. Maintained 
with Amp100 

This study 

NLM427 pJL02 NLM350 carrying pJL01 with a 266 bp deletion in the 
kanamycin-resistance gene  

This study 

NLM428 pJL06 NLM350 carrying p9618 with a 266 bp deletion in the 
kanamycin-resistance gene 

This study 

NLM429 pJL09 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with the last 11 amino acids of 
RdoA’s carboxylic terminus deleted. His318_Tyr328del 

This study 

NLM430 pJL10 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with the last 3 amino acids of 
RdoA’s carboxyl terminus deleted. Pro326_Tyr328del 

This study 

NLM431 pJL11 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with the last 6 amino acids of 
RdoA’s carboxyl terminus deleted. Gln323_Tyr328del 

This study 

NLM432 pJL12 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with the last 9 amino acids of 
RdoA’s carboxyl terminus deleted. Pro320_Tyr328del 

This study 

NLM433 pJL13 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA at Thr325Ser. 

This study 

NLM434 pJL14 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA at Thr325Ala. 

This study 

NLM451 pJL25 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-S36P 

This study 

NLM452 pJL26 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-K55A 

This study 

NLM453 pJL27 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-E70A 

This study 

NLM454 pJL28 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-D201A 

This study 

NLM455 pJL29 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-N206A 

This study 

NLM457 pJL31 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-D217A 

This study 

NLM460 pJL34 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-D220A  

This study 

NLM470 pJL44 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-Y37A 

This study 

NLM472 pJL46 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-H203A 

This study 

NLM475 pJL49 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-R273A 

This study 

NLM482 pJL56 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-W280A 

This study 
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Table 3. Escherichia coli strains used for FLAG-tag cloning in this study (Continued) 

NLM483 pJL57 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-Y277A 

This study 

NLM486 pJL60 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-Q228A 

This study 

NLM487 pJL61 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-M232A 

This study 

NLM489 pJL63 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-E38A 

This study 

NLM491 pJL65 NLM350 carrying pJL02 with a single amino acid 
mutation in rdoA-R270A 

This study 
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Table 4. Salmonella typhimurium strains used in this study 

Strain  Plasmid Description Source/ 
reference 

NLM2217  SL1344 (wildtype) Lab strain 
collection 

NLM2239  SL1344 rdoA-null Lab strain 
collection 

NLM2369 pUC19 NLM2239 carrying pUC19 vector This study 
NLM2370 pJL17 NLM2239 carrying pUC19 vector with rdoA and a 256 bp 

upstream promoter region cloned in with EcoRI and KpnI 
This study 

NLM2371 pJL18 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - S36P 

This study 

NLM2372 pJL19 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - K55A 

This study 

NLM2373 pJL20 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - E70A 

This study 

NLM2374 pJL21 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA-D201A 

This study 

NLM2375 pJL22 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - N206A 

This study 

NLM2376 pJL23 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at D217A 

This study 

NLM2377 pJL24 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - D220A 

This study 

NLM2378 pJL35 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at Y37A 

This study 

NLM2379 pJL63 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - E38A 

This study 

NLM2380 pJL46 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA at H203A 

This study 

NLM2381 pJL60 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - Q228A 

This study 

NLM2382 pJL61 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - M232A 

This study 

NLM2383 pJL65 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - R270A 

This study 

NLM2384 pJL49 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - R273A 

This study 

NLM2385 pJL57 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - Y277A 

This study 

NLM2386 pJL56 NLM2239 carrying pJL17 with a single amino acid mutation in 
rdoA - W280A 

This study 
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3.3.2.  Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA 

DNA samples were separated and visualized by agarose gel electrophoresis according to standard 

protocols (102). Samples were loaded with 6X DNA loading buffer in a 0.8% (w/v) agarose gel 

and ran in TAE buffer at 75 V for one hour. O’GeneRuler 1kb DNA ladder (Fermentas) was used 

as a reference for both molecular weight and sample concentration. Volume of DNA ladder used 

per gel was in accordance to the manufacturer’s recommendations. 

3.3.3.  Ligation of DNA 

For each required construct, three reactions were set up with different insert:vector ratios (2:1, 

3:1, and 6:1). DNA concentration was estimated by comparison to using known concentrations of 

the DNA ladder. Ligation reactions were set up as per the instructions for T4 DNA Ligase (NEB) 

and incubated at 16 oC overnight. Buffer salts were removed from the ligation products using 

PCR purification kit (Qiagen) prior to electroporation. 

3.4. Transformation/Construction of Plasmids  

3.4.1.  Preparation of electrocompetent cells 

One hundred mL of LB with appropriate antibiotic(s) was inoculated 1:50 with overnight culture 

and grown at either 30oC or 37oC until OD600~0.8. The culture was cooled on ice for 30 minutes 

before centrifugation at 4000 xg for 15 minutes at 4 oC. Cells were washed twice with chilled 

distilled water and twice with chilled 10% (v/v) glycerol solution. Cells underwent a final wash 

with 1 mL of 10% glycerol solution before resuspension in 150 μL of 10% glycerol solution and 

storage at -70 oC prior to electroporation.  

3.4.2.  Electroporation  

Forty μL of electrocompetent cells were transformed with 1 μL of DNA using the E. coli gene 

pulser (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California, USA). A voltage of 1.8kV was used with 1 mm-wide 

cuvettes. The cells, once electroporated, were rescued with SOC media and incubated at either 
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30oC or 37oC for 1-3 hours. The cells were then plated on LB agar with appropriate antibiotic(s). 

All apparati were chilled prior to electroporation.    

3.4.3.  Construction of pJL02 (FLAG-rdoA kanR-)  

Miniprepped FLAG expression vector (p9618) was digested with NsiI to remove a 266 bp 

fragment of the kanamycin-resistance gene (Figure 7). The NsiI digested fragments were 

separated on a 0.8% agarose gel and excision of the desired band was performed using the 

QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). The purified NsiI-digested plasmid was re-ligated and 

electroporated into NLM350 to screen for loss of kanamycin resistance. Excision of the 266 bp 

fragment in selected colonies was confirmed with the loss of a SmaI restriction site. This new 

plasmid was designated pJL06. The rdoA coding region was amplified with primers NM156 and 

NM157 (Appendix B) containing NotI and EcoRI restriction sites, respectively, and cloned into 

the pJL06 vector to produce a FLAG-rdoA plasmid with no kanamycin resistance, designated as 

pJL02. 

 Construction of a FLAG-rdoA plasmid with the kanamycin resistance gene intact (pJL01) 

was identical to the construction of pJL02, with the exception that the rdoA ORF was cloned 

directly into an unmodified p9618 vector.   

3.4.4.  Construction of FLAG-tagged carboxyl terminal mutants   

In order to construct a series of carboxyl terminal mutants, a set of reverse primers (NM166-169, 

Appendix B) were designed to introduce a premature stop codon at various intervals in the last 33 

bp of the rdoA ORF to sequentially truncate the expressed protein’s carboxylic tail. In addition, 

two reverse primers (NM170 and 171, Appendix B) were designed to introduce a single amino 

acid change at Thr325 to Ser and Ala, respectively. These primers were used in conjunction with 

the forward primer NM156 (Appendix B) to amplify rdoA and the resultant amplicons were 

cloned into pJL06 and transformed into NLM350.  
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Figure 7. A schematic overview of the construction of pJL02 (FLAG-rdoA kanR-). A 266 bp 
fragment was cut from the kanamycin resistance gene using NsiI to abolish the vector’s 
kanamycin resistance. The vector was religated and designated pJL06. NotI-EcoRI 
double- for FLAG-tagged expression under LacI-regulated T7 promoter. AmpR, 
ampicillin resistance; ori, origin of replication. Constructs are not to scale.  
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3.4.5. Construction of pJL17 (template for site-directed mutagenesis)  

Site-directed mutagenesis was carried out with an rdoA amplicon containing its native promoter. 

EcoRI restriction site-containing NM198 and KpnI restriction site-containing NM197 (Appendix 

B) were used to amplify the ORF of rdoA and the 256 bp upstream promoter region from isolated 

genomic DNA of NLM2217 (Figure 8). pUC19 plasmid was chosen for its relatively small size as 

mutagenic PCR attempts using pJL02, at 7.9 kb, were all unsuccessful. The PCR product and 

pUC19 vector were double-digested with EcoRI and KpnI at 37oC for 2.5 hours. The enzymatic 

reactions were cleaned up using Qiagen’s PCR purification kit (Qiagen) before ligation at 16 oC 

overnight. The ligation reactions were purified using the PCR purification kit (Qiagen) for 

electroporation into NLM292. The insertion of the rdoA gene disrupts pUC19’s lacZ-α, which 

encodes the α-fragment of β-galactosidase, allowing for blue-white screening of clones. The cells 

were plated on X-gal AMP plates for blue-white screening. Resultant white colonies, caused by a 

disruption in the lacZ ORF indicating successful insertion, were miniprepped and confirmed with 

PstI restriction digestion. This new construct was termed pJL17.  

3.4.6. Site-directed mutagenesis  

Primer pairs introducing a target amino acid mutation in RdoA were designed using Stratagene’s 

QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis primer design software (http://www.stratagene.com/ 

sdmdesigner/default.aspx, Appendix B). These primers were used to amplify rdoA using pJL17 as 

the template. PCR conditions were set in accordance to Stratagene’s QuikChange Site-directed 

Mutagenesis protocol (Figure 9). For optimization, the annealing temperature for several mutants 

was decreased to 50 oC from 55 oC. To digest the template DNA, each reaction was treated with 

1µL of DpnI at 37oC for 2-3 hours before the enzyme was inactivated at 80oC for 20 minutes. 

Forty microlitres of electrocompetent XL1-Blue (NLM292) cells were transformed with 1 µL of 

DpnI-treated PCR reaction. After rescue with SOC broth, the cells were incubated at 37oC for  
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Figure 8. A schematic overview of the construction of pJL17. rdoA and its promoter region 
were cloned into the 2.7 kb pUC19 vector to produce a plasmid containing rdoA to use 
as template for mutagenic PCR. AmpR, ampicillin resistance; origin, origin of 
replication.  
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Figure 9. A schematic overview of the site-directed mutagenesis approach used in this study. 
Primers containing a specific site mutation (marked by the red ‘x’) in the rdoA ORF 
were used to amplify pJL17 to generate pJL17 amplicons with the mutation. The 
addition of DpnI removes template plasmids as the enzyme selectively digests 
methylated DNA. The remaining amplicons were electroporated into XL-Blue cells for 
repair and propagation.    
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3 hours and plated on ampicillin-containing LB plates. Resultant colonies were miniprepped and 

restriction digested with PstI to check for correct plasmid size prior to sequencing. Sequencing of 

constructs was carried out by an external sequencing firm (ACGT Corp.). Once confirmed for the 

correct mutation, the rdoA mutant constructs were moved into pJL06 by PCR amplification using 

NM156 and NM157 and electroporated into NLM350 for FLAG-tagged protein expression as 

described previously. 

3.5. RNA Techniques 

3.5.1. RNA isolation 

Fifty mL of LB with appropriate antibiotics were inoculated 1 in 50 with overnight culture and 

grown at 37oC until OD600~0.6. To induce cells for FLAG-RdoA expression, IPTG was added to 

the culture to a final concentration of 1.5 mM and incubated for 2 hours prior to harvest. Total 

RNA was extracted from the culture using High Pure RNA Isolation Kit (Roche) as in accordance 

to the supplier’s instructions. The eluents were then subjected to an additional DNase treatment to 

ensure complete removal of contaminant DNA. This process was done with the TURBO DNA-

free kit (Ambion). The resultant RNA was quantitated and assessed for quality using a 

spectrophotometer (1 OD260 unit = 40 µg/mL) and visualized by agarose gel electrophoresis. 

3.5.2. Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 

All reverse transcription reactions were performed using Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus 

Reverse Transcriptase (M-MLV RT) (Invitrogen). All procedures were in accordance with the 

supplier’s instructions. Two pmol of primers NM174 and NM107 were used to reverse transcribe 

the mRNA of rdoA and the internal control EF-Tsf mRNA using 1 µg of total RNA.  

The cDNAs generated were amplified using either NM172 and NM173 for rdoA, or 

NM106 and NM107 for EF-Tsf. PCR amplification program was set up as follows: 2 min at 95oC, 

followed by 16-30 cycles of 1 min at 95oC, 1 min at 52oC, and 1 min at 72oC, ending with a final 

extension of 10 minutes at 72oC. EF-Tsf transcript was amplified to ensure equal amounts of total 
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RNA were present in each sample. PCR amplification of each sample was carried out at two cycle 

numbers to ensure transcript levels from different samples were being compared from a linear 

portion of the PCR reaction.  

3.6.  Protein Techniques 

3.6.1. Preparation of cell lysate 

For cell lysate preparations, 1 mL of bacterial culture was collected and at 14,000xg. The pellet 

was resuspended in 100 μL of Bugbuster Protein Extraction Reagent (Novagen) and incubated 

with 0.5 μL of Cyanase nuclease (RiboSolutions) or 1 μL of Benzonase nuclease (Novagen) at 

room temperature for 30 minutes. Cyanase was inactivated using the Cyanase Inactivation Resin 

(RiboSolutions). The supernatant was collected after centrifugation at 14,000xg for 5 minutes and 

stored at -20 oC before further applications.   

3.6.2. SDS-PAGE 

After the addition of 6X SDS loading buffer (Appendix A) to the appropriate sample volume, 

proteins were boiled for 5 minutes before being loaded into a 12% polyacrylamide resolving gel. 

The gel was then run in 1X SDS running buffer (Appendix A) at 50V for 30 minutes and 150V 

for 1-1.5 hours. PageRuler Unstained Protein Ladder (Fermentas) or Prestained Marker Broad 

Range (New England Biolabs) were used as references for protein MW. Gels were visualised by 

staining with colloidal Coommassie blue overnight (Appendix A) and repeated destaining with 

distilled water until the desired background is achieved.  

3.6.3. Immunoprecipitation of FLAG-RdoA 

Cells were grown to OD600~0.6 and induced for FLAG-RdoA overexpression with 1.5 mM IPTG 

for 2 hours. Cells were harvested and washed with 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 before resuspension 

with lysis buffer and sonication for a total of four pulses at 5 seconds/pulse. Cellular debris was 

centrifuged at 21, 000 xg at 4 oC for 15 minutes and the supernatant collected. 
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Anti-FLAG M2 affinity gel (Sigma) was washed thrice with TBS before overnight 

incubation with the cell lysate supernatant at 4oC with constant agitation. The resin was then 

centrifuged at 8,200 xg for 30 seconds and washed thrice with TBS before elution with 100 μL of 

0.1 M glycine-HCl pH 3.5. Lastly, 10 μL of 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1.5 M NaCl were added to 

each eluent to neutralize the acidic pH of the elution buffer.  

3.6.4. Western blotting 

Protein samples were separated using SDS-PAGE as previously described. The resultant gel was 

incubated with western transfer buffer (Appendix A) for 10-15 minutes before the proteins were 

transferred unto a nitrocellulose membrane submerged in western transfer buffer at 100 V for 75 

minutes. 

For anti-FLAG western blots, the membrane was washed once with MilliQ water before 

blocking with 1×Tris-buffered saline (TBS)/3% (w/v) skim milk for 30 minutes. The membrane 

was then washed once with TBS before overnight incubation at room temperature with anti-

FLAG M2 monoclonal antibodies (Sigma) diluted 1/100,000 in 1×TBS/3% (w/v) skim milk. The 

membrane was washed again with TBS before incubation with secondary goat anti-mouse 

antibodies diluted 1/20,000 in 1×TBS/3% (w/v) skim milk for 1-2 hours and then washed 8 times 

with 1×TBS/0.05% TWEEN-20.     

 For anti-FljB/FliC western blots, membranes were blocked with 1×Phosphate-buffered 

saline (PBS)/5% (w/v) skim milk for 20 minutes before overnight incubation at 4oC with anti-FljB 

or anti-FliC diluted 65/1000 and 13/1000  in 1× PBS/2.5% (w/v) skim milk, respectively. Post-

incubation, membranes were washed with 1× PBS thrice, for 10 minutes each before incubated 

with secondary goat anti-rabbit antibodies diluted 1/20,000 in 1× PBS for 1 hour. The membranes 

were again washed with 1× PBS, thrice for a total of 30 minutes. 
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For anti-FLAG, anti-FljB and anti-FliC western blots, Pierce ECL western blotting 

substrate (Thermo Scientific) was added to the membrane before visualization using Alpha 

Innotech Fluorchem HD2 Imager. 

3.7. Assays 

3.7.1. BCA assay 

Purified FLAG-RdoA samples were quantitated using MicroBCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo 

Scientific). BCA standards were diluted using a 5 mM glycine-HCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl, 75 mM 

NaCl solution, the equivalent of the immunoprecipated FLAG-RdoA storage buffer diluted 20-

fold. Purified FLAG-RdoA samples were diluted 20-fold with MilliQ water as per the assay’s 

recommendations. Samples were read at a wavelength 562 nm using a 96-well microtitre plate 

(Costar) and Varioskan Flash Multimode Reader (Thermo Scientific). Sample concentrations 

were then digitally extrapolated from a standard curve using the graphing software Prism 

(GraphPad Software Inc).  

3.7.2. In vitro kinase assay 

Kinase activity was assessed using the ADP Quest Assay (Discoverx) in endpoint mode, which 

measures the amount of ADP accumulated through a coupled enzyme reaction. Hydrogen 

peroxide is produced from ADP which is then used to generate a resorufin conjugate that can be 

quantified using a fluorescent spectrophotometer. One microgram of purified protein kinase was 

used per reaction. Protein samples in this assay were quantified using the MicroBCA assay. It 

should be noted, however, that the percentage of full-length/potentially functional protein in each 

sample was not determined and therefore not factored in when considering kinase activity. Any 

dilutions of protein kinase samples were done with 15 mM HEPES pH 7.4. Reactions were set up 

with and without bovine myelin basic protein (MBP) (Sigma). As outlined by the manufacturer, 

reactions were incubated at 37oC for 1 hour prior to the addition of assay reagents. The samples 

were incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes prior to fluorescence readings. Samples were 
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excited at 530 nm and read at 590 nm using a 384-well black microtitre plate (Thermo Scientific) 

and the Varioskan Flash Multimode Reader (Thermo Scientific). Each sample was performed in 

triplicate. Student’s t-test was used in an unpaired manner to determine those samples with 

significantly different activity from the controls.   

3.7.3. FLAG-RdoA turnover assay 

LB broths at pH 6 and pH 7.4 were inoculated with a 1:50 dilution of an overnight culture 

containing NLM427 in triplicate. The cultures were grown at 37oC until OD600~0.6. One set of 

cultures at pH 6 and pH 7.4 were induced with 1.5 mM IPTG for FLAG-RdoA overexpression. 

After 2 hours, the induced cultures were washed twice with fresh LB to remove IPTG and 

resuspended in the used LB media harvested from one set of the uninduced cultures of the same 

pH. Cells, both induced and uninduced, were harvested at 0, 1, 3, 6, and 9 hours post-incubation 

by centrifugation and lysed using Bugbuster as previously described. Levels of FLAG-RdoA were 

assessed by running the samples on 12% SDS-PAGE, transferring the proteins to nitrocellulose, 

followed by detection using anti-FLAG antibodies for western immunoblotting as previously 

described. Sample loading on SDS-PAGE was standardized using cell numbers calculated from 

OD600 readings taken immediately prior to lysis of cells.  
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 Chapter 4 

Results 

4.1. Flag-rdoA construction and FLAG-RdoA expression level optimization 

The rdoA gene from S. typhimurium was cloned into a FLAG-tag expression vector under a LacI-

regulated T7 promoter and ampicillin selection. An N-terminal FLAG tag system was selected as 

carboxyl terminus of RdoA is hypothesized to be a target for phosphorylation and a C-terminal 

FLAG tag would likely interfere with the kinase-substrate interactions necessary for the 

phosphotransfer event. Optimizations of FLAG-tagged protein overexpression conditions were 

performed using NLM424 cells containing the FLAG-tagged BAP (bacterial alkaline 

phosphatase)-expressing p9618-control plasmid. To alleviate the LacI inhibition of the FLAG 

expression system, NLM424 cells were incubated for two hours with IPTG in concentrations 

ranging from 0.003 to 2 mM. A band with a molecular mass approximate to that of FLAG-BAP 

(49.4 kD) was observed only in the stationary phase cells induced with 1, 1.5, and 2 mM IPTG 

(Figure 10). Since no visible changes in the level of FLAG-BAP expressed were observed 

between the three IPTG concentrations, 1.5 mM IPTG was used to induce for FLAG-tagged 

RdoAwt expression in NLM427. Low levels of FLAG-RdoA in uninduced NLM427 cell lysates 

have been detected in immunoblots using anti-FLAG antibodies indicating that NLM427 basally 

expresses FLAG-RdoA even in the absence of IPTG (data not shown). Immunoprecipitation of 

RdoA produced a highly purified protein kinase sample as no additional proteins were visually 

detectable in the eluent (Figure 11). The purity of the eluent makes the FLAG-affinity system a 

successful method for the purification of RdoA. 

 

. 
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Figure 10. Optimization of IPTG induction concentrations for FLAG-tagged protein 
expression. E. coli NLM424 (p9618-control) was induced for expression of FLAG-
BAP with 1, 1.5, or 2 mM IPTG for two hours. Cell lysates were resolved on a 12% 
SDS-PAGE gel and stained with Coommassie colloidal blue. The 49.4 kD FLAG-BAP 
was only observed in the 1, 1.5, and 2 mM IPTG-induced stationary phase samples. 
Sample loading was standardized based on cell numbers prior to lysis.     
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Figure 11. Purification of RdoA using the FLAG-tag affinity system. The NLM427 cell lysate 
used for immunoprecipitation (lane 3) and the resultant eluent (lanes 4 and 5) were 
resolved on a 12% SDS-PAGE gel and stained with colloidal Coommassie blue. Only 
a single 38.4 kD band representing RdoA was visibly detectable. The eluent from the 
affinity gel incubated with just lysis buffer was included as a negative control (lane 2). 
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4.2. Mutational analysis of RdoA 

4.2.1.  Putative ATP-binding site mutants 

Due to the structural similarity between RdoA and the small molecule kinase APH(3’)IIIa, 

selection of mutational targets of the catalytic domain in RdoA was based on existing mutational 

data on APH(3’)IIIa’s catalytic domain. In the following text, the amino acid equivalent in RdoA 

is denoted in parentheses. In APH(3’)IIIa, Ser27 (Ser36) interacts with the β-phosphate of ATP 

and mutation to proline severely attenuated phosphorylation of its substrates (115). Lys44 (Lys55) 

and Glu60 (Glu70) are involved in nucleotide orientation in protein kinases, however, only 

mutation of Lys44 was shown to have an effect on APH(3’)IIIa kinase activity (37, 42). Asp208 

(Asp217) and Asn195 (Asn206) coordinate the two magnesium ions necessary for nucleotide 

stabilization (7). Asp190 (Asp201) acts as the catalytic base for the nucleophilic phosphotransfer 

reaction. In addition, RdoA contains a highly conserved Asp220 that is proposed to stabilize the 

catalytic loop through the formation of hydrogen bonds (124). With the exception of Ser36, all of 

the proposed catalytic domain residues were mutated to alanine in an effort to investigate their 

roles in RdoA’s kinase activity.  

4.2.1.1. Effect of mutation site on protein levels 

E. coli NLM427 (RdoAwt) and NLM444-450 (RdoAS36P, RdoAK55A, RdoAD201A, RdoAN206A, 

RdoAD217A, and RdoAD220A)   were induced for overexpression using conditions described in the 

Materials and Methods section. Immunoblotting of the cell lysates using anti-FLAG antibodies 

showed differences in the levels of detectable RdoA between RdoAwt and four of the catalytic 

domain mutants (Figure 12). RdoAK55A produced the least amount of RdoA, less than that 

detected in uninduced NLM427 (Figure 12 lanes 1 and 4). The levels of RdoA detectable in 

RdoAS36P, RdoAE70A, and RdoAD201A were equivalent but visibly less than RdoAwt. The remaining  
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Figure 12. Expression levels of RdoA catalytic domain mutants. RdoA was detectable in the 
cell lysates from wildtype and all the catalytic domain mutants, as indicated by the red 
arrow. RdoAK55A expressed the lowest amount of detectable RdoA (lane 4). 
RdoAN206A, RdoAD217A, RdoAD220A (lanes 7-9) amounts were similar to wildtype (lane 
2) levels while RdoAS36P, RdoAE70A, and RdoAD201A (lanes 3, 4, and 5) amounts were 
significantly less. Sample loading was standardized according to cell numbers prior to 
lysis. Immunoblot and gel shown are representative of multiple trials. 
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mutants, RdoAN206A, RdoAD217A, and RdoAD220A, all produced RdoA levels comparable to RdoAwt. 

In addition to the 38.4 kD band representing full-length RdoA, anti-FLAG antibodies also 

detected two additional protein bands with approximate MWs of 29 kD and 25 kD in RdoAwt, 

RdoAS36P, RdoAE70A, RdoAN206A, RdoAD217A, and RdoAD220A. These bands most likely represent 

degradation products of RdoA since no evidence of anti-FLAG antibody cross-reactivity with 

other cellular components has ever been observed during this study. Surprisingly, although 

RdoAD201A share similar levels of detectable RdoA with RdoAE70A, the 29 kD and 25 kD bands 

detectable in RdoAE70A were not present in RdoAD220A (Figure 12 lanes 5 and 6).    

To investigate whether the differences observed in RdoA levels were caused by 

transcriptional or translational modifications, rdoA transcript levels were compared between 

wildtype and the mutants via semi-quantitative RT-PCR using total RNA extracted from the 

induced cells. Elongation factor-Tsf (Ef-Tsf) was used as the internal control for RNA 

standardization. After 16 and 23 cycles of amplification, the induced wildtype and mutant strains 

all produced an rdoA-specific band of 256 bp of similar intensity relative to the internal control 

EF-Tsf indicating similar levels of rdoA transcripts were produced per cell (Figure 13). The 

uninduced wildtype strain generated significantly lower amount of rdoA transcripts as the rdoA-

specific amplicon was only visible after 23 amplification cycles, but not 16 cycles. The lack of 

differences in transcript levels relative to the internal control EF-Tsf between wildtype and the 

mutants after induction suggest that the decreases in RdoA protein levels observed in RdoAS36P, 

RdoAE70A, and RdoAD201A  and RdoAK55A are not due to differences in transcription or transcript 

degradation. 

4.2.1.2. Effect of mutation on kinase activity 

The kinase activity of RdoA was measured in a coupled enzyme reaction system (ADP Quest 

assay; Discoverx) using immunopurified protein kinase. Negative controls included eluent from a  
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Figure 13. Semi-quantitative analysis of RdoA wildtype and catalytic domain mutant 
transcripts. No significant differences in the amount of rdoA transcript between the 
various mutants were observed. RdoAK55A (lane 4) produced a detectable level of 
transcript indicating that the lack of protein observed using western immunoblotting is 
not strictly due to differences at the transcript level. Ef-Tsf transcript levels were used 
as an internal control of RNA levels in each sample. Results are representative of 
multiple trials. 
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mock RdoA purification using E. coli NLM350 were used to rule out background kinase activity 

due to contaminants from the cell lysates (Figure 14). Additional negative controls with myelin  

basic protein (MBP) or reagents only were set up to control for background fluorescence activity 

of the assay reagents. NLM350 eluent, in the presence or absence of MBP, exhibited no 

significant change in relative fluorescence that would otherwise indicate kinase activity in 

comparison with the background fluorescence of reagents alone. MAPK/ERK kinase was 

originally included in the assay as a positive control and exhibited comparable kinase activity as 

RdoAwt in the presence of MBP at a 200-fold dilution (data not shown). 

Two sets of kinase reactions were performed with RdoAwt and the mutants. The first, 

without MBP (Figure 15A), investigated the ability of RdoA to autophosphorylate, and the 

second, with the addition of MBP (Figure 15B), measured phosphorylation of a non-native 

substrate. RdoAwt produced a significant level of fluorescence indicative of kinase activity only in 

the presence of MBP (p<0.05). RdoAS36P exhibited significantly higher kinase activity than 

RdoAwt in the absence of MBP. In the absence of MBP, RdoAS36P exhibited kinase activity 

comparable to that exhibited in the presence of MBP, albeit lower than RdoAwt. In the absence of 

MBP, RdoAD201A produced no significant kinase activity. However, in the presence of MBP, the 

activity of RdoAD201A was higher than the negative control with a significance of p=0.0066 

indicative of kinase activity, but was still lower than both RdoAwt and RdoAS36P. None of the 

remaining catalytic domain mutants produced statistically significant kinase activity in either the 

absence or presence of MBP.  

4.2.1.3. Effect of mutation on Salmonella flagellin phase variation 

To study the effect of these putative catalytic domain mutations on RdoA activity in vivo, S. 

typhimurium NLM2239 cells were transformed with pUC19 or pJL17-pJL24 and grown overnight 

in order to determine the status of flagellin phase variation. S. typhimurium is able to express two  
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Figure 14. Fluorescence background of the kinase assay used to measure RdoA kinase 
activity. All four negative controls: 1) eluent from NLM350 with myelin basic protein 
(MBP); 2) eluent from NLM350 alone; 3) MBP alone; and 4) water produced 
comparable levels of relative fluorescence units (RFU). RdoAwt with MBP generated 
significantly higher RFU than the controls (p<0.05). Standard error of the means are 
represented by the error bars. Each sample was performed in triplicate.  
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Figure 15. Kinase activity of catalytic domain mutants. Kinase activity was measured by the 

production of ADP in the absence (A) and presence (B) of a model substrate myelin basic protein 
(MBP). Only RdoAS36P generated any significant kinase activity in the absence of MBP (p<0.05) 
(A). In the presence of MBP, RdoAwt exhibited the highest kinase activity followed by RdoAS36P 
and RdoAD201A (p<0.05) (B). Eluent from E. coli NLM350 was used as negative control. ). 
Standard error of the means are represented by the error bars. Each sample was performed in 
triplicate. Student’s t-test was used to calculate significance between each sample and the negative 
control. 

A) 

B) 
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types of flagellin, FliC and FljB, and previous studies have shown that in the absence of RdoA, 

cells preferably express more FljB flagellins than in wildtype (116). This phenotype was used to 

determine if any of the RdoA mutants could complement RdoA function in an rdoA-null 

background. Detection of flagellins using anti-FliC and anti-FljB antibodies showed that 

complementation by wildtype rdoA in trans decreased the amount of FljB expressed by the cells 

in contrast to NLM2369 (pUC19), which expressed similar levels of FljB and FliC as NLM2239 

alone (Figure 16). RdoAK55A, RdoA D201A, and RdoAD217A each show decreased FljB production, 

indicating an ability to function like wildtype RdoA. Although a trace of FljB appeared to be 

detected in RdoAK55A, it is most likely an artefact caused by spillover from an adjacent sample 

since no FljB was detected from this mutant in repeated trials. RdoAE70A, RdoAN206A, and 

RdoAD220A were unable to complement the rdoA-null phenotype. Notably, RdoAE70A produced the 

highest amount of FljB in comparison to the other mutants, even higher levels than observed in 

the rdoA- background strain.    

4.2.2. Carboxyl terminus truncation mutants 

Based on crystal structure analyses of YihE, the carboxyl terminus of RdoA, more specifically 

Thr325, is proposed to be a target for autophosphorylation. Phosphorylation of this region is 

hypothesized to regulate protein conformation and kinase activity in a manner analogous to the 

activating effects of the phosphorylated activation loop in many eukaryotic protein kinases. The 

carboxyl terminus was sequentially truncated to investigate the effects on RdoA kinase activity 

when the region is structurally absent. Thr325 was also mutated to serine or alanine to examine 

the putative functional role of Thr325.    

4.2.2.1. Effect of truncation length on protein levels 

Cell lysates were collected from IPTG-induced NLM427, NLM429-434 cultures in the manner 

described in the Materials and Methods. In immunoblots with anti-FLAG antibodies, all the  
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Figure 16. Complementation analysis of the catalytic domain mutants measured by flagellin 
production. S. typhimurium rdoA strain (lane 1), vector alone (lane 2), wildtype rdoA 
(lane 3), or rdoA mutants (lanes 4-10) were grown overnight, lysed, run on 12% SDS-
PAGE gels and flagellins were detected by western immunoblotting using either anti-
FliC or anti-FljB antibodies. In the absence of functional RdoA, cells express both FliC 
and FljB (lanes 1, 2, 4-6, 8, 10). Complementation of this rdoA-null phenotype results 
in expression of FliC only (lanes 3, 5, 7, 9). Sample loading was based on cell numbers 
immediately prior to lysis. Results shown are representative of multiple trials.  
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truncation mutants (RdoA1-325, RdoA1-322, RdoA1-319, and RdoA1-317) expressed lower amounts of 

RdoA compared to RdoAwt while the Thr325 mutants (RdoAT325S and RdoAT325A) displayed no 

discernible changes in RdoA expression when compared to wildtype levels (Figure 17). The 

complete removal of the carboxyl terminus (RdoA1-317) produced the least amount of full length 

protein. The decrease in the amount of RdoA observed in the truncation mutants is inversely 

proportional to the length of the truncation. In RdoAwt, RdoAT325S, and RdoAT325A, two additional 

bands with the estimated molecular weights of 29 kD and 25 kD were also detected by the anti-

FLAG antibodies. The same bands were also observed in RdoA1-325 and RdoA1-322, albeit in much 

lower amounts. Comparisons of rdoA transcript levels between NLM427 (RdoAwt) and the 

carboxyl terminus mutants showed no significant differences in rdoA transcription (Figure 18), 

strongly suggesting that the differences observed in RdoA levels between wildtype and the 

carboxyl terminus mutants are due to post-translational effects.  

4.2.2.2. Effect of mutation on kinase activity 

Three of the four carboxyl terminus mutants did not express sufficient levels of RdoA for protein 

purification by immunoprecipitation. Only the mutant with the shortest truncation (RdoA1-325) and 

the single mutation mutants RdoAT325S and RdoAT325A were therefore purified and assayed for in 

vitro kinase activity. In the absence of MBP, no statistically significant difference in kinase 

activity was detectable between wildtype or any of the carboxyl terminus mutants assayed from 

the negative control (Figure 19A). In the presence of MBP, RdoAwt exhibited significant kinase 

activity (p<0.05) while RdoAT325A, RdoAT325S, and RdoA1-325 demonstrated no more kinase 

activity than the background levels of the negative control (Figure 19B).  

4.2.3. Putative substrate-binding site mutants 

Unlike the catalytic domain, structural alignments of RdoA’s putative substrate-binding cleft with 

APH(3’)IIIa and choline kinase revealed no primary amino acid or structural homology. This is 

not necessarily surprising, since these kinases phosphorylate small molecules whereas RdoA is  
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Figure 17. Expression levels of RdoA carboxyl domain mutants. RdoA was detected in 
wildtype and all six mutants, as designated by the red arrow, at varying levels. The 
amount of RdoA detected decreased as the truncation length increased while single site 
mutants demonstrated RdoA levels similar to wildtype. Sample loading was 
standardized according to cell numbers prior to lysis. The immunoblot and SDS-PAGE 
gel are representative of multiple trials. 
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Figure 18. Semi-quantitative analysis of wildtype and carboxyl domain mutant transcripts. 

No significant changes in rdoA transcript levels were observed between the wildtype 
and the mutants. NLM350 was used as a negative control for rdoA-specificity of the 
primers to ensure no amplicons were generated from transcripts of the chromosomal 
yihE. Ef-Tsf transcript levels were used as an internal control of RNA levels in each 
sample. Results are representative of multiple trials.   
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Figure 19. Kinase activity of carboxyl terminus mutants (RdoAT325S, RdoAT325A, RdoA1-325).  

Kinase activity was measured by the production of ADP in the absence (A) and presence (B) 
of myelin basic protein. No significant kinase activity was detected from wildtype or any of 
the carboxyl terminus mutants in the absence of myelin basic protein (A). In the presence of 
MBP, only RdoAwt exhibited any significant kinase activity (B). Eluent from E. coli NLM350 
was used as negative control. ). Standard error of the mean are represented by the error bars. 
Each sample was performed in triplicates. Student’s t-test was used to calculate significance 
between each sample and the negative control.  

A) 

B) 
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proposed to phosphorylate a protein substrate(s). Amino acid residues lining the interior of the 

putative substrate-binding domain were targeted for mutagenesis. Nine amino acid residues 

proximal to the substrate-binding cleft were mutated. All nine residues are highly conserved in 

146 RdoA homologue representatives of which 50 are shown in Figure 20.   

4.2.3.1. Effect of mutation site on protein levels 

NLM427 (RdoAwt) and NLM461-485 (RdoAY37A, RdoAH203A, RdoAR273A, RdoAE38A, RdoAY277A, 

RdoAW280A, RdoAM232A, RdoAQ228A, and RdoAR270A) were induced for FLAG-tagged RdoA 

expression under conditions described in the Materials and Methods. Immunoblots of cell lysates 

using anti-FLAG antibodies showed that, while most of the mutants expressed levels of RdoA 

comparable to RdoAwt, RdoAH203A and RdoAR270A expressed visibly lower amounts of RdoA 

(Figure 21). The observed variances in protein levels are independent of transcriptional 

modifications as no significant differences in rdoA transcript levels were observed between 

wildtype and the mutants (Figure 22).   

4.2.3.2. Effect of mutation on kinase activity 

In the absence of MBP, only a subset of the substrate-binding domain mutants (RdoAY37A, 

RdoAE38A, RdoAH203A, and RdoAQ228A) exhibited any significant kinase activity (p<0.05) (Figure 

23A). Of the mutants exhibiting kinase activity, RdoAQ228A produced the most ADP, more than 

RdoAwt, followed by RdoAH203A, RdoAY37A, and RdoAE38A. However, in the absence of MBP, no 

significant kinase activity was seen in any of the mutants (Figure 23B).  

4.2.3.3. Effect of mutation on flagellin phase variation 

Cell lysates were harvested from overnight cultures of NLM2378-2386 as described in the 

Materials and Methods to carry out complementation analyses for RdoA function. Immunoblots 

of the cell lysates using anti-FliC and anti-FljB antibodies showed that RdoAwt and three of the 

nine mutants (RdoAY37A, RdoAE38A, RdoAH203A) were able to complement the rdoA-null 

phenotype in the reduction of expressed FljB flagellins (Figure 24). The remaining substrate- 

binding domain mutants, however, all produced detectable levels of FljB comparable to that of  
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Figure 20. Alignment of RdoA homologues. A selection of 50 of 145 unique sequence entries 
from the non-redundant (NR) protein database that matched with RdoA from S. 
typhimurium using BLASTp (3) with an E value of between 1e-166 (100% query 
coverage) and 6e-23 (90% query coverage) were aligned and edited using JalView 
(120).  The alignment was coloured to show those positions in the sequence where 
70% or more of the residues were identical in order to highlight highly conserved 
regions.  The Brenner’s motif is indicated by the red box.  The mutations created in 
this study are indicated by “C” for putative catalytic domain mutants and “S” for 
putative substrate binding mutants.  The top sequence is RdoA from S. typhimurium.  
The identities of the remaining organisms are listed in Appendix C in the same order 
as shown here. 
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Figure 21. Expression levels of substrate-binding domain mutants. With the exceptions of 
RdoAE38A and RdoAR270A, RdoA levels comparable to wildtype were detected for all 
the mutants. Sample loading was standardized based on cell numbers. Results are 
representative of multiple trials.  
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Figure 22. Semi-quantitative analysis of RdoAwt and substrate-binding domain mutant 
transcripts. No significant differences in rdoA transcript levels were observed 
between wildtype and the mutants. Ef-Tsf transcript levels were used as an internal 
control of RNA levels in each sample. Results are representative of multiple trials. 
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Figure 23. Kinase activity of substrate-binding domain mutants. Kinase activity was measured 

by the production of ADP in the absence (A) and presence (B) of myelin basic protein. A 
subset of the substrate-binding domain mutant, RdoAM232A, RdoAR270A, RdoAR273A, RdoAY277A, 
and RdoAW280A, all exhibited no significant kinase activity in the absence of myelin basic 
protein. None of the mutants exhibited any significant kinase activity in the presence of 
myelin basic protein. Eluent from E. coli NLM350 was used as negative control. Standard 
error of the mean are represented by the error bars. Each sample was performed in triplicates. 
Student’s t-test was used to calculate significance between each sample and the negative 
control. 

A) 

B) 
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Figure 24. Complementation analysis of substrate-binding domain mutants measured by 

flagellin production. Cells were grown overnight, lysed, run on 12% SDS-PAGE gels 
and flagellins were detected by western immunoblotting using either anti-FliC or anti-
FljB antibodies. S. typhimurium rdoA strain produces both FliC and FljB (lanes 1-2) 
while cells expressing functional RdoA express only FliC (lane 3). Three of the 
substrate-binding domain mutants (lanes 4-6) complement while the majority do not 
(lanes 7-12). Sample loading was based on cell numbers immediately prior to lysis. 
Results shown are representative of multiple trials. 
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NLM2239. This phenotype is indicative of an inability of these mutants to provide RdoA function 

at a level similar to wild type RdoA. 

4.3. Protein Turnover of RdoA  

Previous studies have shown rdoA transcription to be upregulated by the Cpx pathway (111). 

However, the post-translational mechanisms by which RdoA levels may be regulated in vivo have 

not been studied. Since several RdoA mutants exhibited varying degrees of stability, it was 

hypothesized that the turnover rate of RdoA may be related to its phosphorylation status. In this 

study, pJL02, a construct where FLAG-tagged RdoA expression is under the control of the non-

native T7 promoter, was used to investigate how the activation state of the Cpx pathway affects 

RdoA turnover.      

 NLM427 was grown under Cpx-ON (pH 7.4) and Cpx-OFF (pH 6) conditions and 

assayed for FLAG-tagged RdoAwt as described in the Materials and Methods. Under both 

conditions, no RdoA was found in the uninduced cells over the time assayed (Figure 25). At the 

end of induction (t = 0 hour), NLM427 expressed comparable levels of RdoA under Cpx-ON or   

-OFF conditions indicating that the FLAG-tag expression system was unaffected by the pH 

difference in the growth media. In a Cpx-ON environment (pH 7.4), RdoA levels remained 

relatively stable after 1, 3, 6, and 9 hours post-expression (Figure 25A). In contrast, a visible 

decrease in RdoA was observed from 3 to 6 to 9 hours post-expression in a Cpx-OFF (pH 6) 

environment (Figure 25B). From the rate of decrease in the detectable full-length protein, RdoA’s 

half-life can be estimated to be approximately 3 hours. After 9 hours, the level of detectable RdoA 

at pH 6.0 is less than one-fourth of that at pH 7.4.  Interestingly, no increase in detectable 

degradation products was observed over the time assayed under either condition.           
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Figure 25. Status of the Cpx system affects levels of RdoA at various times post-induction of 
expression. Cells were harvested and lysed 0, 1, 3, 6, and 9 hours after removal of 
IPTG from culture to determine steady state levels of RdoA under Cpx-ON (A) versus 
-OFF (B) conditions. RdoA levels decrease more rapidly under Cpx-OFF conditions. 
Sample loading was standardized based on cell numbers. Results are representative of 
multiple trials.     
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Chapter 5 
Discussion 

5.1. RdoA catalytic domain 

Sequence comparisons of RdoA homologues revealed several regions of poor homology (Figure 

20) that, when mapped to the three dimensional structure, were found to lie directly opposite to 

the putative substrate-binding cleft on the external surface of the protein. This relatively poor 

conservation suggests little functional commonality for these regions. Conversely, the comparison 

also revealed regions of highly conserved amino acid residues. The high level of conservation 

suggests possible functional or structural roles for the residues in these regions. Interestingly, the 

residues proposed to contribute to the catalytic mechanism of RdoA are all highly conserved 

amongst the homologues and are located within these general regions of high homology 

suggesting a conserved catalytic mechanism.  

Seven mutants were examined in an effort to better understand the mechanism of ATP 

hydrolysis and phosphotransfer used by RdoA. After determining that each of these mutant forms 

was expressed stably, which was not the case for RdoAK55A, the effect of the mutations on RdoA 

function was investigated using both in vitro kinase and/or in vivo complementation assays (Table 

5). It should be noted that in the in vitro kinase assays, ADP production under 

autophosphorylation conditions (no MBP) was expected to be intrinsically lower than that 

observed under phosphorylation conditions (with MBP). Under autophosphorylation conditions, 

the only substrate available for phosphorylation by RdoA was RdoA, whereas under 

phosphorylation conditions, MBP was provided in excess as the substrate for phosphorylation. 

The substrate availability in the latter case should correspond to a higher level of ADP production 

when functional kinase was assayed.  
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Table 5. Summary of the effects of mutations on RdoA function 

Kinase activity Region of 

Mutation 

Mutant Protein 

stability Autophosphorylation1 Phosphorylation2 

Complementation 

of RdoA function 

 RdoAwt Y + + Y 

RdoAS36P N + + N 

RdoAK55A N N/D N/D Y 

RdoAE70A N - - N 

RdoAD201A N - + Y 

RdoAN206A Y - - N 

RdoAD217A Y - - Y 

 

 

Catalytic 

Domain 

RdoAD220A Y - - N 

RdoAT325S Y - - N/D 

RdoAT325A Y - - N/D 

RdoA1-325 N - - N/D 

RdoA1-322 N N/D N/D N/D 

RdoA1-319 N N/D N/D N/D 

Carboxyl 

Terminus 

RdoA1-317 N N/D N/D N/D 

RdoAY37A Y + - Y 

RdoAE38A N + - Y 

RdoAH203A Y + - Y 

RdoAQ228A Y + - N 

RdoAM232A Y - - N 

RdoAR270A N - - N 

RdoAR273A Y - - N 

RdoAY277A Y - - N 

 

 

 

Substrate-

binding 

Domain 

RdoAW280A Y - - N 
1In vitro kinase assay carried out in absence of MBP 
2In vitro kinase assay carried out in presence of MBP 
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Mutation of Ser36 to a proline residue was modeled after mutational studies on the Ser27 

residue in APH(3’)IIIa. In aminoglycoside phosphotransferases, Ser27 is a highly conserved 

residue in the nucleotide positioning loop (115). In many protein kinases the nucleotide 

positioning loop contains a conserved G-X-G-X-X-G motif, which APHs do not share, and it was 

shown that mutation of the glycine residues to serine had negative effects on kinase activity (36, 

41). In PKA, the glycine-rich loop contains a γ-phosphate-interacting serine residue, similar to 

APHs. While mutation of the serine residue to alanine exhibited little effect, mutation to proline 

greatly reduced PKA kinase activity by hindering the phosphotransfer reaction (2). Mutation of 

Ser27 to proline also negatively affected the kinase activity of APH(3’)IIIa, although in a 

mechanistically different manner than PKA based on kinetic comparisons (115). In this study 

RdoAS36P was demonstrated to autophosphorylate more efficiently than wildtype but did not retain 

wildtype levels of MBP phosphorylation. Mutation of the same amino acid in YihE exhibited the 

same effect on autophosphorylation of this kinase (66). Comparisons of RdoAS36P phosphorylation 

and autophosphorylation activities in the in vitro assay suggest that although the mutation 

improved autophosphorylation, it severely impacted the protein kinase’s ability to phosphorylate 

MBP (Figure 15). The inability of RdoAS36P to complement the rdoA-null flagellin phenotype also 

suggests a non-catalytic role for this residue in RdoA function (Figure 16). Due to its proximity to 

the substrate-binding cleft, Ser36 was originally proposed by Zheng et al. (124) to be one of the 

conserved residues involved in substrate binding. The results in this study support this 

proposition. Ser36, therefore, may play a prominent role in substrate recognition instead of 

nucleotide orientation. 

All members of the protein kinase superfamily contain an invariant lysine residue in their 

subdomain II (37). This residue orients and stabilizes the nucleotide through the formation of a 

salt bridge with a glutamic acid residue in subdomain III. Mutation of this residue to alanine is  
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often used in the generation of a ‘kinase-dead’ mutant. In this study, the ability of RdoAK55A to 

complement an rdoA-null phenotype in the repression of FljB production indicated that mutation 

of this residue does not produce a catalytically-dead mutant (Figure 16). Testing in vitro catalytic 

activity was not possible with this mutant as insufficient stable protein could be purified to carry 

out the assay. In mutagenic studies of yeast PKA, the equivalent mutant retained less than 1% of 

wildtype activity when measured in vitro, but was still able to complement a deletion-lethal 

phenotype, which parallels the above observation (35). Interestingly, the greatly reduced levels of 

detectable RdoAK55A suggest that Lys55 has a significant role in protein stabilization (Figure 12). 

No other protein kinase in which this mutation has caused a similar destabilizing effect has been 

reported. However, this highly conserved lysine residue, together with its cognate glutamic acid 

residue, has been shown to have a role in the stabilization of protein kinases in their active 

conformation through structural analyses (57). Formation of a Lys-Glu salt bridge stabilizes the 

catalytic site for active protein kinases. 

In contrast, RdoAE70A exhibited no significant decrease in protein levels, but retained no 

kinase activity in vitro (Figures 15). Surprisingly, the mutation of the equivalent glutamic acid 

residue based on structural alignment in APH(3’)IIIa produced no loss of function, both in vitro or 

in vivo (7). In vivo, complementation with this mutant increased FljB flagellin expression, 

suggesting that RdoAE70A may be acting as a gain of function mutant.  This gain of function 

phenotype may point to a role for RdoA function that is not associated with kinase activity, since 

this mutant appears to have no autophosphorylation or substrate phosphorylation activity. Future 

studies need to be carried out to fully understand the nature of this mutant. Overall, the difference 

in mutational effects suggest that despite structural similarities between the catalytic domains of 

RdoA and APH(3’)IIIa, the two kinases do not share the same functional role for the conserved 

glutamic acid residue. 
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Asp201, proposed to be the catalytic base for the phosphotransfer reaction, corresponds to 

Asp210 in PKA and Asp190 in APH(3’)IIIa (7, 37). In APH(3’)IIIa, mutation of Asp210 to 

alanine decreased kinase activity by more than 500-fold (42). Similar effects were observed in 

PKA and YihE (35, 66). RdoAD201A also exhibited marginal kinase activity (Figure 15). However, 

this mutant was still functional enough to complement the rdoA deletion phenotype (Figure 16). 

Mutants of this conserved residue were still able to complement, to varying degrees, the null-

phenotypes in PKA and APH(3’)IIIa. For example, despite the loss of kinase activity measured by 

in vitro assays, the APH(3’)IIIaD190A mutant was still able to facilitate minor resistance against 

kanamycin A (7).    

In APH(3’)IIIa, Asn195 and Asp208 chelate and coordinate two magnesium cations 

necessary for the electrostatic stabilization of the negatively-charged nucleotide (7). Both residues 

are important members of the conserved Hanks’ motifs in protein kinases. In RdoA, mutation of 

either residue to alanine resulted in no significant kinase activity in vitro (Figure 15), in 

congruence with previous YihE studies (66). However, the in vivo complementation assay 

indicated that RdoAD217A still retains some enzymatic function (Figure 16), which was unexpected 

since in vivo studies of the corresponding mutant in APH(3’)IIIa and PKA displayed no 

functionality (7, 35). In protein kinases, this aspartic acid residue interacts with both magnesium 

ions while asparagine provides stabilization for only one of the two ions. It is possible that in the 

case of RdoA, Asn206 is able to somehow compensate for the loss of Asp217 in their interactions 

with the magnesium ions. However, only the absence of the asparagine residue has been observed 

to be compensated by an adjacent glutamine residue in the atypical kinase ChaK (103). The 

results observed here with a mutated Asp217 may mark a unique biochemical attribute in the 

catalytic mechanism of RdoA.   
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Asp220 is highly conserved in protein kinases and functions as a key residue in the 

stabilization of the catalytic loop through hydrogen bonds (7). Structural alignment between 

YihE/RdoA and APH(3’)IIIa showed that APH(3’)IIIa does not contain an Asp220 equivalent. 

Functional analyses of YihED220A using γ-33P labelling of MBP in in vitro kinase assays showed a 

loss in kinase function (66). The same was observed for RdoAD220A both in vitro and in vivo 

(Figures 15 and 16). However, mutation of the corresponding aspartic residue in PKA revealed 

little effect on kinase activity (35). Surprisingly, although Asp220 is proposed to stabilize the 

catalytic site, mutation to alanine produced no visible effect on the overall structural stability of 

the protein kinase (Figure 12). The stabilizing effect of the residue is likely to be highly localized 

to the catalytic domain.  

Based on the mutational studies of the catalytic domain residues in RdoA, it is clear that 

although RdoA shares highly conserved residues with both APH(3’)IIIa and eukaryotic-like 

protein kinases, the biochemical interactions behind its catalytic mechanism vary from both 

APH(3’)IIIa and protein kinases. This is perhaps not too surprising given the mechanistic 

divergence between APH(3’)IIIa and protein kinases (7).  

5.2. RdoA carboxyl terminus mutants 

In vitro kinase assays revealed that both the carboxyl terminus and the Thr325 residue are vital for 

a functional RdoA. An RdoA mutant lacking the last three residues of the carboxyl terminus but 

retaining Thr325 exhibited no significant in vitro kinase activity (Figure 19). Conversely, 

mutation of Thr325 to either serine or alanine in a full-length RdoA both produced mutants with 

no significant kinase activity. Although the question of whether or not this residue is 

phosphorylated remains unanswered, it seems more likely that Thr325 has a role in modulating 

the kinase activity of RdoA rather than in catalysis or substrate recognition, given that Thr325 is 
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not within proximity to either the ATP-binding or the substrate-binding cleft. The carboxyl 

terminus of RdoA is unique amongst members of the protein kinase superfamily. Given the lack 

of an activation loop in RdoA, it was hypothesized that the carboxyl terminus has a functional 

role analogous to the activation loop commonly found in protein kinases and that the 

phosphorylation of Thr325 regulates RdoA kinase activity. However, since no specific serine or 

threonine residues that are autophosphorylated have been identified to date in this protein kinase, 

further studies will be necessary to test the hypothesis that the carboxyl terminus has a role in 

autophosphorylation. In several eukaryotic protein kinases, mutation of the threonine residue in 

the activation loop to alanine reduced kinase activity to varying degrees (93, 107, 123). In the 

prokaryotic protein kinase PknB, phosphorylation of Thr171 and Thr173 are necessary for full 

kinase activity and mutation of those residues to alanine decreased kinase activity by 15- and 20-

fold, respectively (8). However, the presence of Thr325 in the carboxyl terminus alone is not 

sufficient for full kinase activity. Truncation of a mere three amino acids in the carboxyl terminus 

was found to abolish kinase activity. Additionally, the carboxyl terminus has been observed to 

play a significant role in the overall stability of RdoA (Figure 17). The complete absence of the 

carboxyl terminus produces an extremely unstable RdoA and incrementally smaller truncations 

correlate with greater RdoA stability. Further work will be necessary to elucidate the intricate 

biochemical relationship between the carboxyl terminus and protein stability. More specifically, it 

still needs to be determined whether the amino acid sequence or simply the length of the carboxyl 

terminus is the predominant factor in RdoA stability. Although a correlation between kinase 

activity and protein stability has been established in PKC, RdoA does not seem to share the same 

mechanism for degradation/instability. PKCη requires an active conformation that has been 

autophosphorylated, an action requiring kinase activity, in order to undergo proteolysis (52). 

Several RdoA mutants with abolished kinase activities, including RdoAN206A, RdoAT325S, and 
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RdoAT325A, displayed wildtype-like levels of detectable RdoA, indicative of fairly stable 

conformations.  

  Interestingly, alignment comparisons of RdoA homologues reveal that over half of the 

carboxyl terminus’ primary sequence is not well conserved, including the last three residues 

(Figure 20). The instability of RdoA1-325, as shown by the reduced level of detectable RdoA 

compared to RdoAwt, suggests that the length of the ‘tail’ region is likely to be more integral to 

the overall stability of the protein rather than specific residues (Figure 17). The stability of the 

kinase dead RdoAT325S and RdoAT325A mutants also indicates that kinase activity is not strictly 

correlated with protein stability. In Cot, a MAP kinase kinase kinase, the carboxyl terminus 

functions as degradation factor and kinase inhibitor (33). Truncation of the carboxyl region 

increased the half-life of Cot by 3-fold and increased kinase activity by 4-fold. While the 

functional roles of this carboxyl region are opposite of what is hypothesized for the carboxyl 

terminus of RdoA, it does show that in the case of Cot, its carboxyl terminus plays an important 

regulatory role in protein stability and kinase activity. Given the fairly high fluorescence 

background of the in vitro kinase assay, subtle differences in the fluorescence production are 

difficult to detect. Future in vivo characterization of these carboxyl terminus mutants using kinetic 

assays will provide more accurate information on the effects of these mutations on RdoA 

function. 

5.3. RdoA substrate-binding mutants 

In most cases, substrate-kinase interactions are resolved using structural imaging techniques such 

as nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (70, 81). However, since the substrate(s) of RdoA 

has yet to be identified, a mutagenic approach was used to begin the investigation of the putative 

substrate-binding cleft of RdoA. These mutants will be used in future studies mapping out 
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interaction domains. Amino acid targets for mutagenesis were chosen based on proximity to the 

cleft as well as degree of conservation with RdoA homologues (Figures 6 and 20).  These residues 

were also previously hypothesized to have functional roles in RdoA-substrate interactions (124). 

Nine residues were selected. Mutational analyses of the nine amino acid residues proposed to 

have functional roles in the substrate-binding/recognition capabilities of RdoA revealed that five 

of the nine mutants lost their ability to autophosphorylate in vitro and function in vivo (Figure 23 

and 24). RdoAM232A, RdoAR270A, RdoAR273A, RdoAY277A, and RdoAW280A were unable to generate 

any ADP from ATP in the absence of MBP, suggesting that the mutant lost its ability to recognize 

and phosphorylate itself. This interpretation also may explain the lack of ability seen with these 

mutants in phosphorylating MBP.  If autophosphorylation is a necessary step in activating RdoA, 

then mutants unable to autophosphorylate should not be able to phosphorylate exogenous or 

native substrates. However, this phenotype was somewhat unexpected. The original hypothesis, 

based on the positions and the relative orientations of the amino acid residues, postulated that the 

residues work collectively in substrate recognition and binding. Any single site mutation was 

thought to be unlikely to have a significant impact on RdoA function and it was anticipated that 

several mutations would need to be combined to see any effect on RdoA function. However, both 

the in vitro and in vivo results suggest that each of the five residues has functional significance on 

their own. Interestingly, all five residues are within close proximity to each other and are located 

around the region of the substrate-binding cleft with the highest potential exposure to substrates 

(Figure 6). It should be noted that the loss of function observed for these five mutants in the in 

vivo functional assay could also be due to the loss of an uncharacterized RdoA function rather 

than kinase activity per say. Protein-protein interactions will have to be conducted with a native 

RdoA substrate to confirm whether these residues are necessary for substrate recognition. 
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Introduction of any of the above mutations into a catalytically-dead mutant may help to elucidate 

whether RdoA has an additional function independent of its known kinase activity.   

The remaining mutants, RdoAY37A, RdoAE38A, RdoAH203A, and RdoAQ228A, all displayed 

significant autophosphorylation activity (p<0.05) in the absence of MPB but reduced or no kinase 

activity (Figure 23). However, with the exception of RdoAQ228A, each mutant was able to 

complement the rdoA-null phenotype in flagellin phase variation (Figure 24). These results 

indicate only partial loss of kinase function, although kinetic analysis of these enzymes to 

determine their specific activities will be necessary to determine more clearly their kinase activity 

as compared to wild type RdoA. As such, Trp37, Glu38, and His203, do not seem to have as 

stringent functional roles in substrate-binding or in the subsequent phosphotransfer reaction 

compared to the other mutants examined in the area of the substrate binding domain. A possible 

interpretation of this phenotype is that these mutants are less efficient at interacting with substrate 

and so are unable to phosphorylate MBP, but still retain their ability to interact with themselves, 

in the case of autophosphorylation, as well as their native phosphotransfer substrates.  The ability 

of RdoAQ228A to autophosphorylate, but not to be able to phosphorylate MBP parallels what was 

observed in the RdoAS36P mutant. Both mutants demonstrated much less than wildtype levels of 

phosphorylation of MBP and RdoA function in vivo despite high autophosphorylation activity in 

vitro, suggesting similar or related functions. Without the native substrate(s) of RdoA, it is 

inherently difficult to accurately assess the functional effects of the mutations of these residues on 

substrate binding. While mutations of Gln228 and Ser36 do not display any negative effects on 

self-recognition and autophosphorylation, these two residues may have unexpected effects on 

recognition of the native substrate(s) of RdoA.  

 Glu38 and Arg270 are likely to have additional roles in protein stability based on the 

reduced amount of RdoA found in cell lysates when these mutant RdoAs were overexpressed, 
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although how the two residues affect protein stability remains to be further determined (Figure 

21).  Overall, the extent of conservation of all nine residues across the RdoA homologues strongly 

suggested functional roles for each residue (Figure 20). Half of the residues produced significant 

changes in RdoA activity when substituted with alanine, validating this method of examining 

substrate-kinase interactions when the substrate remains elusive.   

5.4. Assessment of the kinase assay  

Given the reliance of these results on an in vitro kinase assay, it is important to understand the 

benefits and limitations of this approach in analyzing kinase activity.  The kinase assay 

ADPHunter™ (Discoverx) was used to examine the kinase activity of the RdoA mutants. Instead 

of measuring phosphate incorporation like radiometric assays, this assay measures the production 

of ADP through a fluorescence-generating coupled-enzymatic reaction. ADP is a direct product of 

the hydrolysis of ATP facilitated by kinases. As such, quantification of the ADP produced is an 

accurate assessment of kinase activity. Assays that correlate kinase activity with the incorporation 

of phosphates, which are often radiolabelled, have a higher chance of inaccuracy if excess labeled 

ATP is not adequately removed. Assessment of kinase activity using these types of assays are 

based on both the levels of potentially phosphorylated substrates as well as the number of 

phosphates that the target can incorporate.   

 In the assessment of RdoA mutant kinase activities, an endpoint assay was utilized. Both 

ATP and MBP substrates were provided in excess so as not to be limiting factors in ADP 

production and the parameters for this assay were previously optimized (N. Martin, personal 

communication). However, in this work, there were limitations in the manner the assay was 

utilized to examine kinase activity. First, the native substrate(s) of RdoA were not used in the 

assay as no native substrate has been identified for RdoA. While the addition of a substitute 
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substrate, myelin basic protein, indicated kinase activity from RdoA, RdoA-MBP interaction is 

unlikely to be an accurate reflection of how RdoA interacts with its native substrate(s). Secondly, 

the level of fluorescence generated by RdoAwt kinase activity was of a relatively small magnitude 

above background so that intermediate levels of kinase activity produced by the mutants may 

have been too subtle to have any statistical significance.  Future work measuring the enzymatic 

activity of the panel of RdoA mutants generated would benefit from using the native substrate(s) 

as well as using radiolabeled phosphate and measuring the incorporation of this radiolable by the 

substrate.  This type of assay would also be much more amenable to kinetic assays where 

differences in enzyme efficacy can be accurately assessed.        

5.5. Regulation of RdoA turnover 

Due to the reduced levels of RdoA observed in several of the mutants, it was hypothesized that 

RdoA stability is dependent on its phosphorylation status. As a starting point, the turnover rate of 

wild type RdoA was investigated under a Cpx-ON condition where RdoA is likely to be active 

and phosphorylated versus a Cpx-OFF condition where it is inactive and unphosphorylated. The 

difference in the turnover rate of intracellular RdoA observed under Cpx-ON and Cpx-OFF 

conditions strongly suggests a role for the Cpx signal transduction system in the post-translational 

regulation of RdoA. Activation of the Cpx pathway has been shown to up-regulate the expression 

of proteases and chaperones to remove/refold misfolded proteins in the periplasm (18, 51, 91). 

Comparisons of the phosphoproteomic profiles of wildtype S. typhimurium and an rdoA strain 

also revealed up-regulation of several chaperone proteins, including ClpB, GroEL, DnaK, and 

HtpG, in the presence of RdoA (100). However, it should be noted that no known associations 

between the Cpx pathway and these chaperone proteins has been demonstrated (92). Under Cpx-

ON conditions, no significant changes in RdoA levels were detectable over a period of nine hours 
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post-induction while RdoA levels decreased in Cpx-OFF conditions (Figure 25). The prolonged 

period of RdoA only under Cpx-ON conditions in the cell suggests additional factors at play that 

may be stabilizing RdoA. In eukaryotes, chaperone proteins play important roles in the protection 

of protein kinases against degradation (65). Studies of recombinant protein expression in insect 

cells showed that E. coli DnaK/DnaJ extended the half-life of mGFP (modified green fluorescent 

protein) from 2 hour to 17 hours in the absence of native proteases (69). The up-regulated 

expression of DnaK in the presence of RdoA may suggest a similar role for DnaK as a stabilizing 

chaperone for RdoA rather than as a substrate. It is also logical to surmise that in the absence of 

an active Cpx pathway, RdoA is more rapidly removed by the cellular degradation machinery, 

since deactivation of the Cpx pathway represents an environment in which RdoA is no longer 

functionally needed. The rapid removal of intracellular RdoA is necessary to restore cellular 

homeostasis. Of course, both mechanisms proposed could be true and work in conjunction in the 

regulation of RdoA turnover in the cell.  

Based on the turnover assay, RdoA seems to have an approximate half-life of 3 hours. 

Further investigations using protein synthesis inhibitors will be needed to produce a more 

accurate portrayal of the half-life of RdoA. Furthermore, in several eukaryotic protein kinases, the 

activity status of protein kinases has been associated with degradation (16, 52). Interestingly, this 

does not appear to be the case for RdoA since several kinase-dead mutants were still detectable in 

relative abundance in the cell lysates. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and future directions 

This work began to examine the mechanisms underlying the functioning of RdoA through 

mutagenic methods. Site-directed mutagenesis of the catalytic domain, carboxyl terminus, and the 

putative substrate-binding domain in RdoA has revealed amino acid residues/regions necessary 

for a functional and stable RdoA. Mutational analyses of the catalytic domain support a protein 

kinase-like catalytic mechanism for RdoA. This work has also demonstrated an important role for 

the carboxyl terminus in the overall protein stability of the protein kinase as well as kinase 

activity. The loss of in vitro kinase activity exhibited by the threonine mutants in this region 

suggests an important functional role for this residue. As the threonine residue is the only 

phosphorylatable candidate in the carboxyl terminus, it is hypothesized to be a site of 

phosphorylation and is proposed to play a significant role in RdoA autophosphorylation. Kinase 

activity has been shown to be negatively affected by single mutations in the putative substrate-

binding cleft. Whether these mutations in the putative substrate-binding domain affect interactions 

between RdoA and its native substrate(s) remain to be explored. Lastly, this work has provided a 

preliminary insight into the post-translational relationship between the Cpx pathway and RdoA, 

an area in need of further investigation. Future work will include the investigation of the 

phosphorylation state of RdoA under Cpx-ON and Cpx-OFF conditions using anti-

phosphothreonine/serine antibodies, as well as protein interaction studies with potential 

substrates, such as GroEL and DnaK, using RdoAwt and the substrate-binding domain mutants. 

Lastly, examination of RdoA turnover in a dnaK-null strain may provide further insight in the 

elucidation of the mechanisms behind RdoA stability and the significance of the chaperone DnaK 

in RdoA degradation.   
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Appendix A 

Solution and Media 

Colloidal Coommassie Blue Stain 

- 17%  (w/v)  (NH4)2SO4 

- 3%  (v/v) ortho-phosphoric acid 

- 34%  (v/v) methanol 

- 15% (w/v) Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 

 

FLAG Immunoprecipitation Lysis Buffer 

- 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 

- 150 mM NaCl 

- 1 mM EDTA 

- 1% Triton X-100 

 

FLAG Immunoprecipitation Wash Buffer 

- 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 

 

FLAG Immunoprecipitation Elution Solution 

- 0.1 M glycine-HCl pH 3.5 

 

FLAG Immunoprecipitation Elution Neutralization Solution  

- 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5 

- 1.5 M NaCl 

 

Kinase Assay Buffer (10X) 

- 150 mM HEPES pH 7.4 

- 100 mM MgCl2 

- 5 mM NaF 

- 10 mM beta-glycerol phosphate 
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Luria Bertani Broth  

- 1% (w/v) Tryptone 

- 0.5% (w/v) Yeast extract 

- 1% (w/v) NaCl  

- For agar, add 1.5% (w/v) agar 

 

Phosphate-buffered Saline (PBS) (1X) 

- 140 mM NaCl 

- 2.7 mM KCl 

- 10 mM Na2HPO4 

- 1.47 mM KH2PO4 

- pH 7.4 

 

SDS Sample Buffer (6X) 

- 70% (v/v) 4X Stacking Gell Buffer 

- 30% (v/v) glycerol 

- 1% (w/v) SDS 

- 0.93% (w/v) DTT (dithio-threitol) 

- 0.0012% (w/v) bromophenol blue 

 

SDS-PAGE Electrophoresis Buffer (5X) 

- 125 mM Tris  

- 0.96 M glycine 

- 17 mM SDS 

 

SDS-PAGE Resolving Gel 

- 12%(w/v) 30:0.8% (w/v) acrylamide:bis-acrylamide 

- 0.0375 M Tris-HCl 

- 0.01% (w/v) SDS 

- 0.025% (w/v) APS 

- 0.025% (v/v) TEMED 
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SDS-PAGE Stacking Gel  

- 3% (w/v) of 30:0.8% (w/v) acrylamide:bis-acrylamide 

- 0.5 M Tris-HCl 

- 0.01% (w/v) SDS 

- 0.025% (w/v) APS 

- 0.025% (v/v) TEMED 

SOC Broth 

- 2% (w/v) tryptone 

- 5% (w/v) yeast extract 

- 10 mM NaCl 

- 2.5 mM KCl 

- 10 mM MgCl2 

- 10 mM MgSO4 

- 20 mM glucose (dextrose) 

 

Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) Buffer 

- 2 M Tris pH 8.5 

- 5.71% (v/v) glacial acetic acid 

- 50 mM EDTA 

 

Tris-buffered Saline (TBS) 

- 50 mM Tris pH 8.0 

- 0.138 M NaCl 

- 2.7 mM KCl 

 

Western Transfer Buffer (2X) 

- 50 mM Tris 

- 384 mM glycine 

- 40% (v/v) methanol 
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Appendix B 

Primers 

 

 

Table 6. Wildtype rdoA cloning and sequencing primers 

Primer Description Sequence (5’→ 3’) 
NM156 Forward primer for FLAG-rdoA 

wildtype cloning, contains NotI 
digestion site  

5’-AAGCTT GCG GCC GCC AAC 
GAC AAC GCT TTT ACT TTC-3’ 

NM157 Reverse primer for FLAG-rdoA 
wildtype cloning, contains EcoRI 
digestion site 

5’-CCC GGA ATT CTC TCC GAT 
TAA TAC ATT GGC GTT AAT TGT 
AAA G-3’ 

NM175 Forward primer for FLAG-rdoA 
sequencing 

5’-ATG GCT CAT AAC ACC CCT 
TG-3’ 

NM176 Reverse primer for FLAG-rdoA 
sequencing 

5’-ACG GCG TTT CAC TTC TGA 
GT-3’ 

NM196 Forward primer for cloning rdoA, 
contains EcoRI digestion site 

5’-AGA ATT CCA TGA ACG ACA 
ACG CTT TTA CTT TCC AG-3’ 

NM197 Reverse primer for cloning rdoA, 
contains KpnI digestion site 

5’-CCC GGT ACC TCT CCG ATT 
AAT ACA TTG GCG TTA ATT GTA 
AAG-3’ 

NM198 Forward primer for cloning rdoA+256 
bp upstream promoter region, contains 
EcoRI digestion site 

5’-GAA TTC AAC TGG CGA AAG 
AGT CAG GTT TTG AC-3’ 
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Table 7. RT-PCR primers 

Primer Description Sequence (5’→ 3’) 
NM106 Forward EF-Tsf 5’CAT ATG GCC CCC TTT TTC ACT TTT3’ 
NM107 Reverse EF-Tsf 5’CTC TTC GTC AGC GCC TTT AGC A3’ 
NM172 Forward primer for FLAG-

rdoA RT-PCR 5’ATT CTA TGG CGT GAT GGA CC3’ 

NM173 Reverse primer for FLAG-
rdoA RT-PCR 5’AAA GTC GTT GTC TGT CGC TG3’ 

NM174 Primer for FLAG-rdoA 
reverse transcription 5’TCA GGC TGA AAA TCT TCT CTC A3’ 
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Table 8. Mutagenesis primers – catalytic domain 

Primer Description Sequence (5’→ 3’) 
NM 179 Forward primer for site-directed 

mutagenesis (S36P) 
5'CGG GCT AAC TCC ACT AAA CCC TTA 
TGA AAA CCG CGT CTA T3' 

NM 180 Reverse primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (S36P)  

5'ATA GAC GCG GTT TTC ATA AGG GTT 
TAG TGG AGT TAG CCC G3' 

NM 181 Forward primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (K55A) 

5'CCG TCG ACG TTT TGT CGT TGC GTT 
TTA TCG TCC TGA ACG C3' 

NM 182 Reverse primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (K55A)  

5'GCG TTC AGG ACG ATA AAA CGC AAC 
GAC AAA ACG TCG ACG G3' 

NM 183 Forward primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (E70A) 

5'GTT GAT CAA ATT CGG GAA GCA CAT 
CAA TTC GCG CTT GAA3' 

NM 184 Reverse primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (E70A) 

5'TTC AAG CGC GAA TTG ATG TGC TTC 
CCG AAT TTG ATC AAC3' 

NM 185 Forward primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (D201A) 

5'CGA TTG CAC GGC GCT TGT CAT GCC 
GGC3' 

NM 186 Reverse primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (D201A) 

5'GCC GGC ATG ACA AGC GCC GTG CAA 
TCG3' 

NM 187 Forward primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (N206A) 

5'GCG ATT GTC ATG CCG GCG CCA TTC 
TAT GGC GTG ATG3' 

NM 188 Reverse primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (N206A) 

5'CAT CAC GCC ATA GAA TGG CGC CGG 
CAT GAC AAT CGC3' 

NM 189 Forward primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (D217A) 

5'GGA CCG CTG TTT GTC GCT TTA GAT 
GAT GCC CGT3' 

NM 190 Reverse primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (D217A) 

5'ACG GGC ATC ATC TAA AGC GAC AAA 
CAG CGG TCC3' 

NM 191 Forward primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (D220A)  

5'GCT GTT TGT CGA TTT AGA TGC TGC 
CCG TAA CGG TCC3' 

NM 192 Reverse primer for site-directed 
mutagenesis (D220A) 

5'GGA CCG TTA CGG GCA GCA TCT AAA 
TCG ACA AAC AGC3' 
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Table 9. Mutagenesis primers – putative substrate-binding domain 

Primer Description Sequence (5’→ 3’) 
NM 199 Forward primer for site-

directed mutagenesis (Y37A) 
5'CCG GGC TAA CTC CAC TAA ACA GTG 
CTG AAA ACC GCG TCT3' 

NM 200 Reverse primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (Y37A) 

5'AGA CGC GGT TTT CAG CAC TGT TTA GTG 
GAG TTA GCC CGG3' 

NM 201 Forward primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (E38A) 

5'GGC TAA CTC CAC TAA ACA GTT ATG 
CAA ACC GCG TCT ATC A3' 

NM 202 Reverse primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (E38A) 

5'TGA TAG ACG CGG TTT GCA TAA CTG TTT 
AGT GGA GTT AGC C3' 

NM 203 Forward primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (H203A) 

5'GCG ATT GCA CGG CGA TTG TGC TGC 
CGG CAA C3' 

NM 204 Reverse primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (H203A) 

5'GTT GCC GGC AGC ACA ATC GCC GTG 
CAA TCG C3' 

NM 205 Forward primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (Q228A) 

5'CCC GTA ACG GTC CGG CGA TAG CGG 
ATT TAT GGA TG3' 

NM 206 Reverse primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (Q228A) 

5'CAT CCA TAA ATC CGC TAT CGC CGG 
ACC GTT ACG GG3' 

NM 207 Forward primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (M232A) 

5'GCG ATA CAG GAT TTA TGG GCG CTG 
CTG AAC GGC GAC AA3' 

NM 208 Reverse primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (M232A) 

5'TTG TCG CCG TTC AGC AGC GCC CAT 
AAA TCC TGT ATC GC3' 

NM 209 Forward primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (R270A) 

5'CTG AAA TTG GTC TCA TTG AAC CTT TAG 
CCG CCA TGC GTT TAG3' 

NM 210 Reverse primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (R270A) 

5'CTA AAC GCA TGG CGG CTA AAG GTT 
CAA TGA GAC CAA TTT CAG3' 

NM 211 Forward primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (R273A) 

5'ATT GAA CCT TTA CGC GCC ATG GCT TTA 
GTT TAT TAT CTT GCC TG3' 

NM 212 Reverse primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (R273A) 

5'CAG GCA AGA TAA TAA ACT AAA GCC 
ATG GCG CGT AAA GGT TCA AT3' 

NM 213 Forward primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (Y277A) 

5'CCT TTA CGC GCC ATG CGT TTA GTT TAT 
GCT CTT GCC TGG TTG A3' 

NM 214 Reverse primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (Y277A) 

5'TCA ACC AGG CAA GAG CAT AAA CTA 
AAC GCA TGG CGC GTA AAG G3' 

NM 215 Forward primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (W280A)

5'GTT TAG TTT ATT ATC TTG CCG CGT TGA 
TTC GTC GTT GGG GCG3' 

NM 216 Reverse primer for site-
directed mutagenesis (W280A)

5'CGC CCC AAC GAC GAA TCA ACG CGG 
CAA GAT AAT AAA CTA AAC3' 
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Table 10. Mutagenesis primers – carboxyl terminus  

Primer Description Sequence (5’→ 3’) 
NM166 Reverse primer for FLAG-

rdoA tailless mutant, 
contains EcoRI digestion site

5’CCC GGA ATT CTC TCC GAT TAC AAA ATT 
TTA GTC TGC TCA ATA AAA G3’ 

NM 167 Reverse primer for FLAG-
RdoA His318_Tyr328del 
mutant, contains EcoRI site 

5’CCC GGA ATT CTC TCC GAT TAC GTT AAT 
TGT AAA GGG GGT TCG TGC3’ 

NM 168 Reverse primer for FLAG-
RdoA Gln323_Tyr328del 
mutant, contains EcoRI site 

5’CCC GGA ATT CTC TCC GAT TAT AAA 
GGG GGT TCG TGC AAA ATT TTA G3’ 

NM 169 Reverse primer for FLAG-
RdoA Pro320_Tyr328del 
mutant, contains EcoRI site 

5’CCC GGA ATT CTC TCC GAT TAT TCG TGC 
AAA ATT TTA GTC TGC TC3’ 

NM 170 Reverse primer for FLAG-
|RdoA Thr325Ser mutant, 
contains EcoRI site 

5’CCC GGA ATT CTC TCC GAT TAA TAC ATT 
GGG CTT AAT TGT AAA GG3’ 

NM 171 Reverse primer for FLAG-
RdoA Thr325Ala mutant, 
contains EcoRI site 

5’CCC GGA ATT CTC TCC GAT TAA TAC ATT 
GGC GCT AAT TGT AAA GG3’ 
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Appendix C 
List of bacterial sequences used in comparison of homologues of RdoA 

 
 
Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium 

Escherichia coli O157:H7 EDL933 

Shigella dysenteriae Sd197 

Escherichia coli str. K-12 substr. MG1655 

Shigella boydii CDC 3083-94 

Citrobacter rodentium ICC168 

Enterobacter sp. 638 

Shigella flexneri 5 str. 8401 

Klebsiella pneumoniae subsp. rhinoscleromatis ATCC 13884 

Pantoea ananatis LMG 20103 

Yersinia pestis Antiqua 

Pectobacterium carotovorum subsp. Carotovorum 

Yersinia enterocolitica subsp. enterocolitica 8081 

Edwardsiella tarda EIB202 

Dickeya dadantii Ech586 

Serratia odorifera 4Rx13 

Edwardsiella ictaluri 93-146 

Dickeya dadantii Ech703 

Photorhabdus asymbiotica 

Xenorhabdus nematophila ATCC 19061 

Erwinia amylovora CFBP1430 

Photobacterium profundum SS9 

Aeromonas hydrophila subsp. hydrophila 

Vibrio parahaemolyticus 16 

Providencia stuartii ATCC 25827 

Grimontia hollisae CIP 101886 

Aeromonas salmonicida subsp. salmonicida A449 

Vibrio cholerae O1 biovar El Tor str. N16961 

Shewanella putrefaciens CN-32 
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Idiomarina baltica OS145 

Thiobacillus denitrificans ATCC 25259 

Ralstonia solanacearum UW551 

Idiomarina loihiensis L2TR 

Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25 

Geobacter metallireducens GS-15 

Pelobacter propionicus DSM 2379 

Burkholderia pseudomallei 1106b 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 

Pseudomonas syringae pv. oryzae str. 1_6 

Pseudomonas putida KT2440 

Cupriavidus taiwanensis 

Halorhodospira halophila SL1 

Marinobacter aquaeolei VT8 

Methylibium petroleiphilum PM1 

Marinobacter algicola DG893 

Thioalkalivibrio sp. HL-EbGR7 

Bacteriovorax marinus SJ 

Spirochaeta smaragdinae DSM 11293 

Bacteriovorax marinus SJ 

 

 
 
 

 


